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Those ancient gods and open doors,

Once gone from earth, have been reborn

In modern times, in distant minds

That dream of dragons in the night.

We've birthed them here in living ink

For you to know their flame.

Just turn the page,

They wait.
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Introduction

Of the clubs at Durham Tech, ours is neither the largest nor the most

well-known. More than just a club, however, The Final Draft is a haven

for aspiring creators. It is a refiner's furnace where one's work can be

critiqued and improved, and the shared appreciation of the creative arts

binds students together. We are an organization that attempts to bring the

joy of literature and art to Durham Tech's larger community. The Final

Draft presents you with this publication in the hopes that your soul will be

refreshed by the happy works, that your eyes will be opened by the sad

ones, and that Durham Tech's own authors, artists, and poets will flourish.

Perhaps one of the most striking aspects of this particular collection

ofworks is its diversity. The authors include many unique people with

different stories to tell. There are people from a variety of races and

cultures, a wide range of ages, enrolled in many different programs

throughout Durham Tech. There is a story behind each work, with a story

behind that one—mirrors reflecting mirrors in a cascade of fleeting

images. These visions embody the interwoven origins of creative work.

Thank you for sharing in our appreciation of the literary arts!

—Eeyi Oon

The Final Draft Student Senate Representative



You'll Never Walk Alone
EESIM OON

As soon as he gets home from the church, Ajay sits on his bed to

think, dropping the bulky, awkward crutches on the bed beside him. Ajay

runs his fingers over the crutches, feeling the cold steel chill his fingers.

It's not cold in his room, but the chill seems to slip into his mind as he

shivers involuntarily. His eyes fall upon the soccer ball under his desk

chair, and not for the first time, he regrets not being able to play soccer

next season. Immediately following that, he thinks of Jaren and guilt

sweeps over him. Jaren won't just miss next season. He will never play

again. He blinks quickly, suddenly finding his vision blurry. He finds

himself clenching a fist into a blanket near him. Realizing it's too soft to

be one of his, he sits up abruptly. Jaren must have left it with him the last

time they went camping together. Last. He feels sick, missing the nights

they would stay up at the campfire arguing about Liverpool vs.

Manchester United, Real Madrid vs. Barcelona, Messi vs. Cristiano

Ronaldo.

They were supposed to go again in a few weeks. They were

supposed to have so many more nights to argue and tease and talk. Alone

in his room instead, he lays his head on the soft blanket and closes his

eyes, letting the tears come.

Bargain shopping again, Camila ruffles around in the bin of odds

and ends. It's the flash of red that catches her eye in this bin full of musty

old afghans, blankets, and dark, worn scarves. Disentangling the scarf

from the rest of the pile carefully, she notes the high quality wool. It's not

very worn at all, she notices as she wraps it around her neck. In fact, it

almost looks like it has never been worn and she can't help but treat it

with some reverence as she gingerly arranges it around herself. The wool

is indeed as soft and comforting as she thought it would be, surrounding

her neck with warmth.

Even in this dusty old Goodwill, scattered with worn and abandoned

objects such as herself, she feels loved. Camila slowly lifts her scarf from

around her neck with both hands. She looks down and realizes that there's

writing on the other side of the cheery red scarf. Oddly enough, she finds

that part of fringe on one end is extremely frayed. Flipping it over, she

reads the white lettering: LIVERPOOL FOOTBALL CLUB. Underneath

those letters, in smaller green print, are the words: YOU'LL NEVER
WALK ALONE. She knows it reminds her of something... something she

knew in a past life. She stops and tries to recall it, going back. Suddenly,

she finds herself in sharp remembrance and she knows exactly what this
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is. It's a scarf from a European soccer team, probably British. Her brother

would be proud of her, that Liverpool Football Club sounded familiar to

her. If he was still here, he would tease her about how she never learned,

how with all his training she should have known immediately. Of course,

she would retort that she always tuned him out when he began ranting

about soccer. He would ignore her and launch off into a rant about how at

least she should know this club because they had won Xnumber of

trophies.

Suddenly she is fighting off tears that choke her and threaten to spill

out of her eyes. Why? It has been a while now. She'd thought the tears

were long since dry. Inhaling sharply, she attempts to compose herself.

She's lasted this long, she thinks, and she can last longer. She gulps a few

times until her vision is clear and blinks until she can see herself clearly

reflected in the mirror, still holding the scarf. She knows she should put

the scarf back and not spend any money on this, but she also knows

exactly what her brother would say. He would launch into another rant

about how difficult it was to buy soccer memorabilia in the U.S. If he was

here, he would never let her hear the end of it for not buying it.

For this reason, she finds herself handing over the three dollars and

fifty-nine cents to the lady behind the counter, who tosses it into the

plastic bag unceremoniously. Camila wants to cry out for some reason, to

protest this flippance with such a meaningful object, but of course she

doesn't.

When she gets home, she begins to put away the rest of the

purchases, but when she opens the plastic bag with the scarf in it, she

spreads the scarf out on her bed for closer inspection. As she strokes the

soft wool, memories of her football-crazy brother flood her mind. She

remembered how his walls were covered in jerseys, flags, and scarves for

different teams. It didn't matter what time it was, he was always talking

about soccer—rivalries, who won what game, transfer rumors—and

Camila had always thought it was tiresome. Now, suddenly, she wished he

was still here to chatter on about that. She shouldn't have told him to shut

up as many times as she had, she regretted.

She looks at the clock, which reads 6:30 p.m. It should be time to

start dinner, but the knot in her stomach keeps her from being hungry.

Really, what she wants to do is crawl up and cry or sleep. . . or maybe cry

herself to sleep? Anything to get rid of the sudden knot. But no. She can't

do that. She is stronger than this. Instead, she just grabs her purse and

walks out the door. But just before she leaves the house, she changes her

mind and goes back inside the house. Retrieving the scarf, she puts it

around her neck. Somehow the way it hugs her neck and shoulders is

comforting, even if the writing makes no sense. You'll Never Walk Alone?

What is that supposed to mean? Of course that's not true. Look at her now,
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walking down the street, unsure yet ofwhere she's going. This isn't just

physically walking alone. This is walking alone in every way.

Her feet take her to a small coffee shop on the corner of the street

where she lives. She likes this place; it has often been her solace. As she

pushes open the door, she embraces the bitter but rich scent of coffee.

Ajay throws down a pencil in frustration. He just can't do anything

at the moment. He tried to do homework, but there's no way he can write

an essay about mitosis right now. He's tried everything he can just to let it

go for a second, to put the horror out of his mind just long enough to do

something else, but he can't. Everything, everywhere, holds reminders of

Jaren.

Everyone around him has been watching him to make sure he

doesn't kill himself or do something crazy. It's probably founded; he's

been very tempted these past few days. But now it's really just getting

tiresome. And it's so nice outside today, warm but not humid. A perfect

day. A perfect day to play football, he thinks. Of course, that lets loose

another wave of memories, regrets, and pain. Suddenly he has the urge to

get up and leave, run from here. Grabbing his crutches, he hoists himself

up as quickly.

He grumbles to himself as he hobbles his way down the street as

fast as he can. He would like to go much faster, but these crutches are

already really hurting his shoulders, and he has to watch out for tripping

on the cracks. He has set a punishing pace for himself, he realizes. He has

to stop for a break. He glances at the sky as stands there, catching his

breath, and he notices how the sun peeks out from behind a cloud,

scattering rays of gold across the sky. At the end ofthe storm is a golden

sky ... Jaren's favorite song, the anthem of Liverpool Football Club. Ajay

recalls the rest of the song: Walk on, walk on with hope in your heart, and

You '11 Never Walk Alone. Much good that did him. Guess who's alone

now?

He reaches the coffee shop. . . Jaren and his favorite haunt. They

loved the chocolate chip pumpkin bread here, and since he's being so

nostalgic today, he thinks sardonically, he might as well get some. Pushing

open the door, he sharply inhales the rich but tangy scent of the bread.
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How To Be...
ANGELA VARGAS

Above all, treat people with respect and kindness.

Learnfrom your mistakes. (Don 't dwell on them; good and bad things will

happen whether you stress or not.)

Want the bestfor yourselfand others and work to make it happen.

Accept peoplefor who they are. (Nobody's perfect.)

Yell and scream ifneed be; then take a deep breath andgo on with your

day. (It 's ok to getfrustrated.)

Stay out oftrouble. (Use your common sense; everyone has some.)

Give a smile whenever possible. (Smiling is scientifically proven to reduce

stress and help youfeel better.)

Only you can control your life; make choices wisely and listen to your

conscience.

Once in a while, stop to appreciate all thatyou have.

Don't give up\
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Llla's Freedom
NATASHA MILLS

"And no hanging out with that Johanson boy, you hear!" shouted

Auntie from the tiny living room where she sat reading an old dog-eared

paperback romance in her moth eaten house coat,

"You're too young to be hanging out with boys like that, young lady,

it's not proper!"

"She's a damn whore! Just like her damn whore mother!" screamed

senile old gram from the back room, bedridden since her stroke three years

back and bound and determined to make everyone else just as miserable as

she was.

Lila rolled her eyes and put on the tiny pearl earrings she had stolen

from Jen's house last week. Maybe her mother had been a whore, not that

Lila would know. Her mother had died in the hospital bed, her heart

straining out its last few weak beats as Lila began to scream with the

vengeance of a healthy newborn girl. With no one to say otherwise, and no

one sure ofwho the father was, the nastier members of the family had free

reign to trash her mother's name as they pleased. It had bothered her when

she was younger, before she built up the tough wall in her mind that

blocked out the labels and accusations. Now she just brushed it off, rolled

her eyes, and ignored them. She took a quick glance at her aunt as she

headed out the door, shaking her head in disgust. Day after day, her aunt

sat in that chair, growing fatter and older, collecting her disability check

and spending it on booze and cigarettes. Lila swore to herself that

someday she'd get out of this and live a better life. She'd be a proper lady,

something her family loved to scream about, but honestly knew nothing

of. Twelve years old was a bit young for going off on her own, though, she

knew, and so she waited patiently, ignoring the bitching of her relatives,

and burying herself in her schoolwork and the books she borrowed from

the library.

David Johanson was possibly her best friend. He was poor too, and

though he lived with his actual mother and father, his mom was often too

coked out to take care of him, much less his three sisters and one baby

brother, and his father beat him on a daily basis. Every day after school,

and straight after breakfast on the weekends, he would escape out the back

window of his tiny little house and meet Lila at the end of the street.

They'd spend their days exploring the woods, searching for discarded

treasure amongst the random garbage that could be found in the dirt,

climbing trees and breaking into abandoned houses.

"Ain't those Jen's earrings?" asked David cautiously as they walked

into the woods that afternoon.

"She won't miss 'em," said Lila assuredly. "Her pap makes enough

money at the bank to buy her all kinds 'a shit anyway."
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David nodded and followed after her. They made their way deep

into the woods, gossiping about the other kids in town, and trying to

impress each other with their worldly range of cuss words. David was

always the quieter one, happy to let Lila prattle on about whatever subject

she happened to be obsessed with on that particular day. Lila generally had

a cause or mission in mind. She had strong opinions on everything:

politics, religion, conspiracy theories, you name it. Every time she heard

of a new atrocity, at least in her mind, she became completely obsessed

with it for at least a day, and he'd hear nothing but ranting about it until the

next topic of interest wrangled her attention. Quite honestly, she rarely

knew much about what she was talking about, but that wasn't the point; it

was making sure she sounded like she knew what she was talking about,

and Lila was convinced that she was pretty much an expert at that.

As they were walking along, Lila deeply into a carefully rehearsed

argument about whether or not the moon landing was really a hoax, when

David stopped and grabbed her arm.

"Lila, you seen that house before?"

"David, what the hell-"

She stopped and looked in the direction David was staring. In front

of them was a massive old Victorian mansion, the type you would expect

to find on some rotting old plantation of days gone by. At some point, it

might have been white with pale gray shingles and trimming, but time and

wilderness had taken their toll and it was now darkened shades of gloomy

grays and blacks, with the occasional rotten green or brown on the damper

sections. Moss and vines had taken up residence over much of the outside,

and a small oak seemed to have been attempting to grow up through the

broken boards of the porch on one side. It was obvious that no one had

even thought of living in this house for a number of years, which made

this quite a treasure for Lila and David, who would have otherwise spent a

pretty average afternoon shooting the breeze and climbing trees before

making their ways home just in time for whatever dinner their families had

hopefully come up with that evening.

"Holy shit!" said Lila, a little breathless, "Damned if I EVER seen a

house like this I could actually go into!"

She lurched forward, excited beyond belief at this amazing find,

half buried by the woods which were slowly swallowing it whole. David

hung back a bit for a moment, unusually unsettled by the foreboding

nature the house seemed to exude, but then, at the insistent calls of Lila, he

too hurried somewhat excitedly into the dilapidated old manse. Eyes wide

with wonder at the ruined luxuries strewn haphazardly about the bottom

floor of the house, Lila walked slowly, turning round and round, taking it
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all in.

"Who you think lived in here?" David wondered.

"Someone sure as hell richer than us!" answered Lila, her voice

thick with awe.

She walked up to a broken chandelier which had, at some point, lost

its grip in the ceiling and crashed to the floor, tiny bits of broken crystal

scattered round it, covered completely in dust, cobwebs, and various vines

that had made their way up through the floorboards.

"Leave it to rich folks up an' leave a bunch 'a nice shit like this just

to go to waste," said Lila in half disgust.

In all honesty, she was quite glad that whoever had owned this place

had left so much there, all the more things she could explore and discover!

All of the furniture seemed to be there, relatively in the right places,

though rotted, and quite obviously used as homes for several different

species of animals and insects alike. Lila ran her fingers through the dust

atop a small table, which looked well made enough that, she thought,

might actually be salvageable were there anyone interested, and then made

her way to the wide set of stairs set in the middle of the large entry room.

"I don't know ifwe should be goin' up them stairs," said David a bit

nervously as he pocketed a small marble bird he'd found in the dirt on the

floor, "them just don't look safe to me."

"I'll be fine," Lila insisted, "come on! I wanna see what's up in the

bedrooms!"

David sighed and trudged up after her, sure that the stairs would

give way at any moment, sending them both crashing to their doom to the

ground below, where no one was ever likely to find them.

Gleefully, Lila dragged David from room to room, marveling at the

sheer size of the beds and the wallpaper and draperies that must have at

one time been very fine. Ruined or not, she could imagine how they must

have looked when they were new, and she swore that she would have

something similar, someday, somehow. At the end of the hall, two giant

doors filled the entryway to the master bedroom. Lila felt beckoned,

drawn to it, and she walked toward it slowly. David, having discovered an

ancient bunch of wooden toy soldiers, did not notice until he heard the

loud creak of the doors protesting as she opened them, and then her gasp,

almost a frightened squeak, as if she had thought to scream, but couldn't

quite get it out right.

"Lila," David said worriedly, "you ok?"

Lila said nothing, and was now walking slowly into the enormous

room, utterly entranced.

"Lila," David said a bit louder, as he jumped up and hurried after

her. "What—" and then he choked on whatever it was he was going to say.

Inside the room was warm and cozy. A welcoming fire danced

happily in the fireplace at one end, and a cloying scent of magnolias hung
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in the air, air which seemed to shimmer and shift every time he moved his

eyes to another spot.

"Lila," he whispered, looking around frantically, more afraid than he

had ever been in his life, more afraid, even, than he was on a bad night,

when his father had drunk more whiskey than usual and was of a mind to

take it out on him. Lila was not listening. She was standing beside the

gigantic canopy bed that commanded most of the room. Atop the bed was

a lush white down comforter with dainty pink embroidered flowers,

complete with ruffles and lace, which matched the mountain of pillows,

and the billowy curtains that hung from the canopy and the windows. The

room was finely furnished, with no signs of dust or decay, and a warm and

inviting light shone through the windows. Stuffed animals of all sorts were

piled haphazardly upon the bed and the thickly carpeted floors in heaps,

and on the walls were decadent oil paintings of richly dressed women

lounging about pools and gardens.

David could no longer form coherent words, but he grasped at Lila's

hand, urging her with whatever noises and gestures he could force out that

they needed to leave this place, that something was definitely not right

here. Lila was no longer there, mentally, that is, her gaze was locked upon

the bed, which she had begun, slowly, to climb into.

"NO!" David managed to shout, as he attempted desperately to drag

her out of the bed, out of the house, away from this haunted place, for it

must obviously be haunted, this could NOT really be happening. All his

strength was no match for Lila's entranced persistence, however, and he

could only stare in horror as Lila crawled into the center of the bed, and

was tucked in by invisible hands. He watched, unbelieving as she

transformed from the Lila he knew. Her hair longer, and curled, her

clothing changing from old hand-me-down jeans and t-shirt to a frilly

white sleeping gown, her eyes changing from the learned hard edginess of

an unwanted orphan to an innocent dreaminess only found nowadays in

black and white Christmas films. David began to scream Lila's name,

pounding on the bed and shaking it, to no effect. As David again reached

forward to try and grasp her hand and drag her out, he was flung backward

into the wall by some unseen but angry force. He sat shaking, frozen in

terror, as Lila quickly drifted to sleep, as her skin changed from creamy

white to the ashy pall of death. Her delicately curled hair slowly fell from

her head as she began to wither, pale deathly skin becoming a dry husk of

a corpse, then merely a grinning skeleton, and soon, a pile of ash that

caught on a wind blowing through a window, and she was gone.

David ran. He ran like he had never run before. He ran until he

could not run anymore, and then he crumpled to the ground in a heap.

They found him by the side of the road, half-way to the next town. He

would not speak; only stare blankly into the distance as they prodded him

relentlessly for answers he would never be able to give. A month later they
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found her bones, laid out perfectly in a pile of leaves in the middle of the

deep woods, as if she had simply fallen asleep, and then managed to lose

all of her soft parts. No house stood around her, just a few hints ofwhat

might have, once, been a foundation.

"Used to be the old Griffin plantation," said the old grizzled sheriff,

"whole damn thing burnt down, of Griffin's daughter still in it, up there

a'sleepin' in her bed, they say. A 'fore my time, though, Gramps used to

tell us 'bout it when we was kids."

He shook his head and walked off as the coroner and various

investigators began to scuttle around the scene. David sat, miles away in a

hospital room, staring out the window, unspeaking.

Illustration © Kate Loughlin
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Fallen
NICOLE KEYES

A child woke up today

A man woke up today

A woman woke up today

A child gets ready for school

Watches the news on TV

The man hears a blast

Runs as fast as he can

The woman feeds her cat

While petting him in her lap

The Child goes to school

Watching the scenery go past

The man sees a friend

Bleeding to death, but can't stop

The woman gets up

With her robe to get her tea

The child gets to his class

Puts his back pack where it goes

The man hears footsteps

Boom! It goes black

The woman switches on the TV
Breaking news

The child sees a strange man

Talking to his teacher

The man

Hears and sees nothing

The woman watches, hoping

Her gut feeling isn't true

The child follows his teacher

And the man

The man

Hears and sees nothing

The woman, the mother

Falls to the floor

Her sons name flashes

Across the screen

The child, the son

Is in disbelief

His eyes start to water

But the man

The father

The son

Sees

Or.

Hears

Nothing.
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Yo Lloro
VIRIDIAN SANCHEZ

I cry because I'm young

I cry because no one understands...

That I'm carrying life in me

I cry because I must leave

the life of a child to have a child

I cry because maybe, perhaps,

it could be that I made a mistake...

A beautiful mistake

Days have passed

nights have last

and my nena has stretched into a girl

Today I worked

Day-in and day-out

for my nena for her future

Today she is six she wants to play

But I must work,

work because I made a mistake

work because she deserves it

Today she's fifteen my nena

she is big and tall and smart and beautiful

with a great future

I cry because she also made a mistake,

She's also carrying life in her.
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The Time Capsule
MICHAEL DAUKULIS

It was late on a foggy Friday night—the time that teenagers get into

mischief. My younger brother Ryan, our mutual friend Caleb, and I were

cooped up inside the basement with nothing really to do while the parents

were asleep. Without a driver's license to go anywhere (and, honestly,

with nowhere to go even ifwe could), we wasted time showing off our

shooting skills on the Playstation 3, while taking sips of beer from the

bottles Caleb nabbed from his older sister. In between taking turns running

over pedestrians, we punctured the thick air of the basement with raunchy

jokes—another competition, and one I was losing. In fact, I was losing the

game, too. I grew silent as Ryan attempted to distract everyone from my
epic failure by turning to his favorite topic.

"Hey Caleb *hic*, do you have Nicole Caraway in any of your

classes this year?" Ryan said, gulping his beer. "I swear to *hic* God, that

girl is going to be my wife someday."

As he'd hoped, Caleb turned from the screen. "No, I don't know

Nicole, but do you remember Jenni from Mrs. Hatfield's class? She's in

my biology class this year. And JESUS, did I ever tell you about the time

we made out in Marissa's Jacuzzi?"

I pretended to be interested, while he went on about his lust. It gave

me a chance to catch up in the game against the other two. Hardly

bothering with the game, Ryan was now clearly behind Caleb and me.

"Yeah, I remember *hic* Jenni," Ryan replied failing to keep his

attention on the game. "She was *hic* the one who had that nose ring

*hic*, right? She's hot but weird as *hic* hell."

"Dude, what do you mean weird? She's a freaking fox."

"I dunno. . .She does *hic* a lot of weird things," Ryan took another

swig of beer and really held his breath to try to stop the hiccups. After a

moment, he continued, "You remember! Everybody in our sixth grade

class called her *hic* 'baloney breath' because she ate those *hic* nasty

sandwiches all the time? And,*/»c* dude, do you remember the time *hic*

capsule?"

Caleb had to think about it for a moment.

"Yeah, I kinda remember Mrs. Hatfield's time capsule. I can't

remember what I brought into class to put in it. Some toy, I think. But

what has this got to do with Jenni?"

"You mean you don't remember? Mrs. Hatfield *hic* asked us to

bring in important stuff to be buried in the time capsule, and *hic* Jenni

brought in a miniature Nazi flag that she said her grandfather *hic* gave

to her."

"Are you serious?" I finally asked, drawing my attention away from

the virtual road. This was the first I'd heard of the capsule.

Caleb did a doubletake himself. As his character on the screen
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vanished, he couldn't help but swig his beer and blurt out, "What are you

talking about? I don't remember that at all."

"Really? You don't remember Mrs. Hatfield *hic* asking Jenni why

she would even bring the flag into class? It was a.—*hic*— a huge deal."

"Dude, you're making stuffup again. And you're freaking

hiccupping is messing me up, bro."

"I swear I saw the flag, man." He took another swig of beer as his

character sped down the freeway. "Maybe you were—*hic*—were sick the

day we brought everything in for the time capsule? I don't remember

seeing you *hic* there when we buried it."

"Oh yeah, that was right after I broke my arm in that skateboarding

accident. You know, the time I went over those four stairs at the high

school? I had my sister turn something in for the capsule, but I wasn't

there when the class covered the hole up because I was getting those

gnarly x-rays."

"Anyway, yeah, it was a big deal when she *hic *—she tried to put

the flag into the capsule. Mrs. Hatfield wasn't going to bury it *hic* with

the rest of the things we brought in—didn't even want *hic* the other kids

to see it, but Mrs. Hatfield changed her mind at the last minute." He said

draining the rest of his can and throwing the crushed remnants into the

corner.

"You're kidding, right?" I was still incredulous. "A mini-Nazi flag?

Why didn't I ever hear about this?"

"No, man, *hic* I'm dead *hic*—I'm dead serious," Ryan reassured

me. "I saw Mrs. Hatfield *hic* bury it and everything."

"When was our class supposed to dig it back up? Man, hold your

breath again, or eat a spoonful of sugar."

"I dunno," Ryan hesitated, "Mrs. Hatfield *hic* said, like, in ten

years or something. *hic* It's been about half that time. I kinda *hic*— I

kinda know where she buried it, *hic* but my memory's a little *hic*

hazy."

I couldn't help but ask what I thought was surely on everyone's

mind.

"So why don't we dig it up and find out for ourselves?" I said.

My brother didn't leave the basement that night. Not only was the

alcohol clearly hitting him harder than he had anticipated, but his protests

to prevent us from tampering with his former teacher's experiment were

ignored by Caleb and 1. 1 figured he was just scared to go out on a treasure

hunt at one in the morning.

"C'mon you guys," he pleaded, "let's not *hic* do this tonight."

"Then when?"

I thought Ryan was chickening out, and I wasn't about to let that
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happen. This was important. Caleb didn't know it, but our grandfather had

been an actual Nazi soldier. It wasn't something our family ever really

liked to broadcast, but my grandfather was a carpenter who was the son of

a shepherd. The way my father tells it, my grandfather's village was

invaded by the Nazis at the beginning of the German's campaign against

Russia. My grandfather was eighteen at the time and living in a province

near the Baltic Sea. The story goes that after my grandfather's province

surrendered to the Nazis, my grandfather was given an ultimatum by the

German officers to join them and kill Russians or die by the hands of the

invading Nazis. Being a pragmatist, my grandfather chose the former. He

was eventually able to defect from the Nazis to the American side, and he

served out the rest of the war working as a cook for the allied forces. I

never knew him apart from the stories my dad would tell about him,

because grandpa died before I was born. But everyone in my family

understood that talking about grandpa's history as a Nazi was taboo.

"Dude, it's no use," I told Ryan, "If you want to sleep off the alcohol

you can, but this is too cool. I can't believe you never told me about the

time capsule! I'm not going to pass this up."

Ryan continued to resist, attempting to change our minds with other

games we might play or other movies that we could watch— anything to

keep Caleb and I occupied or distracted from the secret flag. Caleb finally

got me out of the house.

"Dude, wouldn't it be cool to go out tonight? I don't remember the

last time it was this foggy. Besides, the ground is still soft from last night's

rain. It'll be harder to dig the capsule up any other time. And dude, ifwe

don't dig it up tonight, we might never have another crack at this without

taking a greater risk of getting caught by the cops."

Ryan shook his head, decidedly unconvinced.

"C'mon, man. I don't wanna *hic* don't wanna get in trouble,"

Ryan pleaded, "my parents still have some *hic* whiskey downstairs. We
could snatch some of that and play some more PS3."

"Now that's something I didn't think of. .
." said Caleb. I darted a

glance at him, as if to ask 'why the hell would he cave in so easily to

something we could do anytime?' I wasn't about to spend the rest of the

night at my own house playing video games.

"My stepdad has some moonshine hidden away at my house. We
could easily walk down the canal road on the way to pick that up and then

head to the school to dig up the capsule," Caleb suggested.

My brother once again gave me a look, but his eyes were already

drooping from having too much to drink and his face flushed as if from a

fever. I thought he might have begun to think that this was all some sort of

delirious nightmare.

"I could bring some spray cans and we could tag some walls along

the way," I offered.

"Hell yeah! I'll start raiding your parents' liquor cabinet while you
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get the paints. My stepdad should have a shovel or two in his garage."

Caleb didn't even need me to respond— he was already out the

door. I looked over, and I could see my brother slumped in his chair,

controller still in hand with both eyes closed.

By the time Caleb "liberated" the whisky from my parents' cabinet

and I was able to gather up what cans of spray paint I could find, my
brother had passed out— or was doing a great impersonation of a zombie.

Caleb met me outside at the front door, already taking a swig.

"Let's get this show on the road," I whispered, closing the door

behind me.

It wasn't a far walk to Caleb's house— he practically lived right

behind me. The night was quiet with only the infrequent hum of a car in

the distance. But we took our time, scoping out spots to mark up along the

canal as we shared what little of the whiskey Caleb snagged without my
parents' knowledge.

"So, er, you weren't there when they buried the capsule?" I asked.

"I wasn't there for when we buried the time capsule, and I really

never saw what was put in it. I remember I gave my sister a toy or some

sort of crap to put in it, but that's about all I remember."

"I remember I tried to make my own time capsule once."

"Oh yeah?" He seemed disinterested, but I continued on anyway.

"I had this batman lunchbox that I put a couple things in, and then I

buried it at the park next to my house. By the time I checked in on it the

next week, someone had dug it up not even bothering to cover up the hole.

It was probably one ofmy brother's friends." I looked up at the night sky

and I couldn't help but try in vain to find the constellation Orion. "It's a

shame it didn't last longer."

"Don't worry, man," Caleb lightly punched my shoulder. "Mrs.

Hatfield probably doesn't even remember she buried the freaking thing or

what was even buried in it. Teachers never keep track of that stuff. I don't

even know if she's still working at the school anymore."

We both grew silent, walking along the dark road under a nearly

starless sky. I thought about the Viet Kong flag my father had taken from

a prisoner of war while he was stationed in Vietnam, and how it had ended

up on the wall of our garage. I never heard the details of how he got it, but

I found myself wanting to tell Caleb about my father's stolen flag without

any real story to tell. Instead, I pointed out a couple of good spots we

could graffiti in safety along the canal. Yet as we committed these

misdemeanors, my mind was on the box that lay clandestine beneath the

school for five years, a forbidden treasure we were about to unearth.
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We finally got to Caleb's house. I waited by the front door while he

jumped the fence to get in and shimmied through the doggy door. It wasn't

long before he opened the front, and I slipped in to find him holding up

two opaque icy bottles— one orange and one yellow. I looked at the

kitchen past his shoulder to see if his parents were stirring.

"Moonshine," He told me. "Do you want lemon or tangerine?"

I grinned, with no sign of the parents in sight. "Why not both?"

We each took turns taking swigs, wiping off the mouth of the bottle

with our sleeves and passing the bottle to the other. First lemon for me,

then tangerine. I gave him back the bottle and went back outside to wait

for him while he got the shovels. It took him a minute, but he eventually

staggered outside with two spades and a water bottle full of the lemon

moonshine in hand. And just like that, we slipped silently into the night,

slinking towards the orange luminescent orbs that marked the outer rim of

the school's football field. Occasionally Caleb would stop to spray his

tagging name on the wall or concrete sidewalk as we walked alongside the

canal. I joined in, mostly adding designs to help make the name more

ornate and filling in color where I could. I also acted as the look-out,

which meant I finished off the moonshine in the shadows as Caleb

sprayed.

My now-wobbling legs were somehow able to get me to the school

and to hop the green steel fence that surrounded the compound. "Where do

we dig?" I panted, dragging the shovels through the bars of the fence.

"It's just a couple of feet this way, right next to my old classroom."

My head jerked high and low in a frenzy to catch any newly

installed security cameras before they caught me. Luckily, there were none

to be seen.

"It's right here, I think," Caleb called out.

I didn't hesitate. I began digging, only pausing my work to act as a

lookout. The fog was starting to thin out, and I was worried that the lights

from the road would soon reveal two dark silhouetted figures digging in

the night. Caleb kept assuring me it wouldn't be that far deep down.

"Only about two feet or so and we should hit the box."

The first hole we dug turned up nothing, so we began to expand our

radius, working quickly, but taking care not to pierce the lid and ruin our

secret treasure. After ten minutes of finding nothing but hard stones and

soft clay, we decided to split up our search. When it felt as ifmy hands

were beginning to blister, a flash of light caught the corner ofmy eye, and

I signaled to Caleb to stop digging. I saw some lights turn towards our

direction, and we both ducked down. It was a cop car out on patrol, and I
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held my breath as the vehicle neared. The headlights passed over us and

the cop drove on, silently passing in the night. After we were sure the car

wasn't turning around, we resumed our work, our digging quickened by

the sudden rush of adrenaline.

"I thought you said you knew where Mrs. Hatfield buried it," I

complained to Caleb.

"Well, it's been five years. I'm sorry ifmy memory is a little shot.

Why don't you dig a little farther down that way," he said motioning with

his head, "and I'll try over here."

We continued to dig, each getting to about two and a half feet deep

and then moving to another area close by. I was about to call it a night,

when I heard a distinct 'clink' with my spade.

"I think I found something!" I called to Caleb.

He dropped his shovel and ran to where I had been digging. I put

down my shovel and wiped the dirt from the edges ofmy find. It was a

pale blue metal box, sticky with mud and rust.

"That's it," Caleb whispered.

My head spun with moonshine and pride.

We both began to work furiously, cutting our fingers as we worked

around the edges of the small box. I couldn't believe there was actually

something for our trouble in front of us. I suddenly felt sorry he couldn't

be there for the capsule's unearthing. Carefully, we pulled out the small

capsule from the moist dirt and brushed the remaining clay from the top.

"You do the honors," I told Caleb.

Caleb didn't refuse. Perhaps he couldn't, even though it felt like my
discovery. I was mad to see the flag. The cover was lifted, and I held my
breath in anticipation to find the coveted Nazi flag hidden among innocent

childhood objects.

At first, there were the soggy magazine clippings, news articles,

sixth grade love letters, and valentines piled on top, all wet from years of

soaking in the earth. We pushed these papers aside to reveal a small, dark

blue bowl, the paint peeling away from the metal interior. The bowl

contained rusted toy cars, blackened and moldy baseball cards, marbles,

and more soggy papers. Caleb and I pulled the papers apart, still in search

of the Nazi flag, but after a minute or two of rifling through the contents,

we realized the flag was nowhere to be seen.

"Anything of yours you recognize?" I asked him.

"I remember giving this to my sister to bring in," he said, taking out

a toy car that appeared to be a rusted red Jaguar. Silently, he placed it into

his pocket.

"Do you see anything that resembles a flag? Like on one of the wet

pieces of paper, or on the bowl, or somewhere?" I refused to give up.

"Nothing, bro." Caleb sighed.

"Maybe it was only a picture of a flag that Ryan thought he saw. It

doesn't look like the capsule was sealed well enough, and it could easily
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be one of these wet pieces of paper."

"Dude, I think Mrs. Hatfield could have taken the flag out."

"Or maybe there was never a flag to begin with."

We stood there, listening to a car pass behind us, not bothering to

look to see what kind of car it was, as the wind and fog moved through the

night like silent passengers on a train.

I turned to Caleb, "The sun will be up soon. We should head back

before someone spots us with these shovels and paints."

We closed the box and took it with us, half-heartedly covering the

holes we had dug as we went.

I held the box out to Caleb after he went over the top of the green

metal fence, passing it through the bars once he reached the other side.

"We could tag some more if you'd like," he offered, shaking what

was left of the last can of spray paint.

"No, let's just head back. I'm exhausted from all the digging."

"Yeah. I feel like I'm about to throw up after jumping that fence."

Another cop car, maybe the same one from before, passed by in the

distance, and we ducked down into a nearby ditch. Luckily, it was still

misty enough to conceal us. We climbed out and followed ourselves back

by hugging the canal wall.

"Oh man, I'm not going to make it to the house," Caleb said, and

then he threw up all over himself. As he braced both hands against the

canal wall, he stood beneath his own tagging.

It took him a minute, but he was able to walk upright once it was all

out of him.

"You alright?" I asked, covering my nose as we walked.

"Yeah, man. I just need to get some water and pass out." His voice

was hoarse. We didn't say anything after that as we listened to the water

of the canal and walked by in silence. "I'll catch up with you tomorrow,

man. If you want to take the box, we can split the findings tomorrow."

"You gonna make it home, ok? You sure you don't want to spend

the night on our couch, or stop by for some water before you head home?"

"Nah, man. I'll be fine. I can make it to my house no problem. I'll

call you tomorrow."

"Whatever you say. Take it easy."

"You too, man. Be safe."

I walked on alone, capsule in hand, heading towards my house, the

mist just beginning to clear as the sky lightened. The streetlights were still

on, and I wondered ifmy mom was up yet doing paperwork, and if I this

would mean I would have to go in through the back door. I was exhausted

and dirty from all the digging and drinking, and there was still more to do

to make sure I could cover my tracks before I could sleep for the night.
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When I got to the house, I could see that my mom's study light was

not on— a sure sign, I thought, that she was still asleep. I didn't go inside

right away. I stood at the front door and thought about what I would have

told my parents if a cop had seen us. I tried to imagine all the elaborate

lies I would have devised in order to distract the cop, but the words

blurred in my mind. An early morning breeze brushed my cheeks, and I

squinted as the sun breached the tops of the surrounding houses. I turned

my gaze to the dirty lump in my hands. I reopened the box, and I looked

again at the lost scraps of memories that I had stolen in the night.
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Foreign
NICOLE KEYES

The trees zoom by my finger-print stained window

The car door slams behind me, A new motel room awaits

I follow my construction-weathered father to my new home, he leaves,

work can't wait

My mother begins her obsessive cleaning and my sister and I are left

alone.

A new playground full of glass and bottle caps is soon found

My sister's laugh rings as we explore this uncharted land

Monday comes, a new school, the new girl again.

I am a newly discovered ancient painting at a museum.

New yet old faces, New yet old places

New yet old homes, New yet old friends

New yet old schools, New yet old jobs

After a while everything new seems old, it's all the same, it begins blur

Italian, Irish, Indian. Scottish.

North Carolinian, Floridian, Georgia peach.

White, red head, green eyes, a girl.

Yet as that car door slams again, as the bags go in again.

I stare at the motel one last final time, and I fit in with no one.

I am an ant without a hill, searching for a crumb.

Illustration © Benjamin Pepe
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Mother's Day
AUDREY BRIMMER

Winter Winds have blown

Summer Birds have flown

Much Time has passed

And How Much I've Grown.

When I was younger

You Tried to show me the way
O, How I bucked and fought

Your Wisdom every day

But You held on tight

And Forced me to hear

Now I'm so thankful

That You held me so dear.

If I were to repay you

As I wish I could

It'd Be darn near impossible

But You know I would.

Just One more request

If I may...

Remember How much I love you

On This Special day.

Illustration © Erin Souther
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Sal
TIMOTHY KWIATEK

A lovely New England spring day. Is it Saturday? The earth has

thawed but the bugs have not yet hatched. I'm bundled up in all the layers

I had with me and standing on the on-ramp with my thumb clearly

displayed, trying to get back to Boston to visit Mom after that crazy ride

with the trucker took me too far north. I thought I'd stick with him; it's not

every day you meet the prince of Canada and have him explain the vast

conspiracy that is the reptilian economy. And anyway, hitchhiking is more

enjoyable when you aren't too picky about where you end up and when.

It seems like hours pass, so much traffic this early and no one offers

a ride. If only I was in Maine, or California, this wouldn't be happening.

Finally an old navy blue station wagon pulls over. There is a spot

where rust has eaten away at the frame over the rear passenger side wheel.

The car is old, but aside from the spot clearly cared for—clean and well

maintained. The old man sitting alone in the driver's seat appears much

the same; he has a little wear but nothing affecting his performance. He

rolls down his window.

"Where are you headed?" I ask.

".
. .South. .

." This guy is old. And smoking.

We're on Route 12, or was it 12A?

Maybe this guy won't be too chatty. I'm fine with that, especially

this early in the morning. He moves a copy of the New Yorker from the

passenger seat, and I climb in and put my pack on the ground between my
feet. We don't talk for a long time. I used to find this silence

uncomfortable, but in truth the discomfort never starts until someone starts

talking. My eyes start burning, so I ask him to keep the windows open to

let some of the smoke out.

"So... I didn't know people still hitchhiked. It's dangerous out

there," he said in a thick Boston accent.

I try not to chuckle. Everyone says that. "Nan, it's not so bad. I

know lots of people who still get around this way."

"Still, it seems risky."

"It doesn't seem any more risky than staying in my hometown and

dying of boredom, drugs, and retail jobs."

"Hmph!"

I extend my hand, "I'm Sal."

"Jerry." He reaches his left hand under his right, which is still on the

wheel, then switches hands and offers me the correct hand and we shake.

"What do you do, Jerry?"

"Oh. . .this and that. I'm retired now. What about you?"

"I'm a farmer. And a writer. Though I don't make much of a living

off either."

"Well, keep at it. But be careful what you wish for."
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"What?"

"Sometimes you think you want all kinds ofmoney and success

until you get it."

"I guess that's true. I certainly don't want fame. I'm glad to be

unknown and I've come to terms with being poor. But if I just had enough

money that I didn't have to worry about rent and food constantly, that's

what I really want. Though I guess that's not why I write."

"Where d'ya sleep?"

"Excuse me?"

"Where d'ya sleep when you're out travelling like this? Or do ya

live 'round here?"

"Well, I guess it varies. It's nice around here, lots of trees. Last

night I slept in those woods back there, near where you picked me up."

He glances at me.

"To answer your other question, no I don't live around here. I live

in Arizona right now, but I missed New England. I'm from just south of

Boston, originally. I can't handle summer without fireflies and

thunderstorms."

"They don't have those out there?"

"Nope, not much at all west of the Rockies."

"That reminds me. .

." He turns the volume back up on the radio. A
man is talking about UFOs.

"Is this. . .this is Coast to Coast AM, huh?"

"Yup."

"Yeah! I've been listening to this show since I was ten years old!"

"I've been listening for quite a while myself."

"My favorite rides are with truckers who listen to Coast to Coast.

That's actually how I wound up here. This guy picked me up outside

Memphis and just kept driving as we listened to an interview with Whitley

Strieber."

"Yeah, that was some interview. I've been having trouble sleeping

lately, the upside being I get to listen more than usual. I'm gonna pull off

here and get a burger. Ya want anything?"

"Oh, no. I'm not too hungry." I am starving.

"C'mon, I'll buy ya a burger."

"Umm, maybe I'll just have some fries."

"Just fries? What are ya? Some kind of vegetarian?"

"Well... yeah, I am."

"I used to be a vegetarian when I was younger. It just doesn't

feel like an important issue to me anymore. Good for you, though. We'll

get ya some fries."

We go through the Burger King drive through and are back on our

way. I enjoy my fries and try not to be too visibly disgusted by the smell

of the burger Jerry eats. We continued the drive south on Route 12A along

the Connecticut River, talking about nothing and I gaze out the window. I
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learned to swim in this river. I wonder when it will be warm enough to

swim in again.
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Night's Embrace
NATASHA MILLS

Night called to me

A whisper on the breeze

And spoke my name a thousand ways

It called to me in the voice of a lover

Lonely and yearning for the warmth ofmy embrace

And I ran to it

Out into it

In a clear space of sky and ocean and land

And I sank deep into its soft caress

And we joined together in ecstasy

And became morning.
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Pitching
KAREN MELISSA CHAMBERLAIN

The pitcher's deep deception,

A ball to curve and defy the eye.

To strike hard and fast without reservation.

To strike out again and again,

Thinking of nothing, only the batter at hand, distraction nonexistent.

Winding up to throw and crashing to 1 st, judging the batter,

The thief red-handed.

Again the batter not to be reckoned with.

Practicing to get it right, to land in the square, to strike unerred,

To deceive the batter, unable to hit.

Unable to see the bullet passing by.

Striking out, once more and again, the force of the wind,

Untouched, ungrazed, unseen,

Curving the ball, the pitcher's deep deception.

To change the light of the path into the catcher's mitt,

To hit within, to drive through,

To flood and surpass the barrier.

Standing to make a run, to throw full force,

Reacting in slight to the twist of a finger.

Releasing the ball, pivoting with the force to take a step,

And land with a thud into the catcher's mitt.

Pitching with zealous passion, the burden of the entire team.

Again and again, until the end,

Surrogate of defense.

The formidable and foremost of the mound,

The pitcher.
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Hitting
KAREN MELISSA CHAMBERLAIN

The batter's only defense.

The wind shifting and changing,

The pitch always moving.

Cascading and rising, a single pitch cutting the air.

Up and down, the speed of the ball,

It grips the air, hurtling forward.

Never stopping, its flight unperturbed,

The flight to be changed.

Gripping the bat in fluid motion...'

And turning with a hitter's grace,

Whipping forward,

Pivoting... Released!

Cutting the air and swinging with fury,

The crash of the ball, loosing the bat.

The anthem unleashed, leaving the house far behind.

The flight of the ball, zipping through the air, lined to the base.

The pitcher's reprimand.

Piercing the air to run and beat the time,

Ever wary of the ball, passing over.

Lunging forward, living and reaching out,

Looking up, grasping the plate in hand...

The bullet flying through...

Safe.
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Sign Here, Please
ERIC GILL

The new party system promised us freedom from oppression! Food

for everyone! The posters, thousands of them, lining the streets, told us a

great new Party had come on board to help us. But I know their rule of law

is uncompromising. I've seen the police drag off parents and children from

their homes and never bring them back again.

A package arrived today. The front bore an ink-stamped label

reading OFFICIAL GOVERNMENT APPLICATION - DO NOT
DISCARD. It was the R.I.L. Ever since they assumed power, they've been

issuing each new "citizen" of the R.I.L. rules through television and

phone, but this was the first time I'd ever received any physical mail from

them. I hesitated to open it. I don't care for their stupid politics, and the

propaganda they veil as patriotism to whatever country this once stood for

is sickening, but my fingers tore away the seal. I pulled out the letter and

the small plastic case containing what looked like a few antihistamine

pills. The letterhead was addressed to me, in my full name, and the body

started with this warm and personable phrasing:

CITIZEN,

As a new member of the R.I.L., you are required to present yourself to the

PROCESSING CENTER located closest to 313 GROUNDSFIELD CT on NOVEMBER

SIXTH of this year, TWO-THOUSAND-SEVENTY-SEVEN, for further processing and

health diagnostics. You will be graded on level of health and fitness to prove the best way that

you may serve your community and the R.I.L. Please arrive PROMPTLY at 0800 HOURS for

diagnostics and sign-in. Please bring TWO forms of ID and a birth certificate signifying your

birth in this country, including the year and region. Our purpose is to document you for the

official R.I.L. Profile System. Once you complete your preliminary exam, you will be an

official citizen of the R.I.L. and a member of the community.

Enclosed are TWO capsules of antihistamines meant for the treatment of allergies and

ONE capsule ofTERRUCIN BIDORPHIN, to be taken on the morning of your processing at

approximately 0700 HOURS. TERRUCIN BIDORPHIN is a non-harmful tracer drug that

will ensure our machines will be able to take a diagnostic scan of your vital organs. This is to

ensure the early prevention of disease and illness early in R.I.L. communities through proper

vaccinations of possible carriers. It is important that you take ALL required prescriptions.

Signed,

Dr. Mitchell Anthrone

Medical Commissioner of the Republic International Legion
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It was signed in the form of a stamp of his signature. How many of

these had they passed out? I flipped it around and the only text on the back

was the R.I.L. letterhead and the address of their official site. This wasn't

right. Not just the military style time references and numerous reminders

to be "prompt," but pills required for a diagnostic exam? All the

information they need should be available online; I shouldn't have to go

there. My mind fumbled for a response and I almost considered wasting

my time trying to reach, a human through their phone services. The official

webpage still only redirected you to their bot-helpers, search engines

which tried to fool you into thinking they were staff. How many of the

R.I.L. really existed? I had only seen their leader, their propaganda, and

the pictures of all their soldiers basking in the open freedom of their

citizenship under the R.I.L. But where were the regular people, the ones

who drive to work, the ones who have families and the ones who aren't

busy taking people from their homes in the middle of the night. I bet

they'd sent letters to those people's houses too. I bet that was

"processing."

I folded the pages back into the envelope, and along with the pills,

tossed it in the trash. Then, I went out and tried to find something to get

me drunk, but alcohol was sold out everywhere. I passed by a group of six

R.I.L. officers on the side of the road, all of them scanning cars' ID

Badges as we drove by. They waved me down on to the shoulder as one of

the officers approached me.

"Our computers indicate that you've been flagged for processing by

the R.I.L. Headquarters. They have sent a letter to your address containing

your required prescription," he said. He looked away from his small

handheld reader and up at me. I could feel his stare through the mirrored

glasses. "Have you received this already?"

My stomach dropped. I stammered out a small "yes," still taken

aback by his questioning. Why this interrogation? I sat there as he reread

the letter I'd received hours earlier. Then he looked up at me. "By signing

this, you have stated that you will arrive for processing on your scheduled

date with required information and will take your prescribed medications

before stated appointment. Please read over and sign." He handed me his

reader and stylus, and I flipped to the bottom and signed, my hand

shaking. Whatever, I just wanted to go home. I didn't care for the R.I.L. or

their little games. I'd miss this one, and then I'd get another letter next

week, with the same contents, and the same stamped signature, and I'd

throw that one away, too.

Four days later and I still couldn't shake the uneasy feeling. I haven't

trusted them since their campaign. They promised with such deceit that

you could see it bleeding through their gums, hopes of freedoms, a stop to
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all the food shortages, and an end to violence. Everything, all of it was

lies; they were all just trying to spoon-feed us long enough to assume

control. It worked. Everyone bought it, and now, we're all free citizens of

the R.I.L., and tomorrow, this free citizen had to go to their labs for

testing. What classifications were they determining exactly? Preventing

disease? They were more concerned with exterminating the poor and weak

and stabilizing the wealthy the last time I'd dug any dirt on them. But I

didn't write anymore. It was pointless. The official newsletter is the only

form of news that we've received since they placed their sanctions on free

media. Tomorrow, these people wanted me to bring myself in to them so

they can have everything up to my blood type saved into their databanks.

I'm no citizen of theirs, and if this is their country, it's not mine anymore.

I played with my thoughts long enough to ponder the consequences,

and decided to at least show up tomorrow. They'll just scan my vehicle

badge again in a few days and harass me if I don't go. Yes, of course I

took the antihistamines and whatever that other thing was, Doctor. You

don't think I'd purposely throw the R.I.L.'s test results, do you? Why, I'd

practically be an enemy of the state! Just thinking about this gave me a

headache. I searched my dresser for a painkiller and fell asleep before it

got dark.

The building was labeled "R.I.L. Processing Center." It was a huge

compound, and stretched around nearly a quarter mile. I pulled my vehicle

up. Police officers were there, prompt as chauffeurs, taking my car around

the corner and escorting me through the front entrance. They led me in

through the front doors. The immaculate white of the interiors was so

jarring compared to the outside that I let out a gasp. This felt wrong.

"I have to use the bathroom." I stammered out, but the officers on

both sides ofme pretended they didn't hear as they led me into the small

room. It looked like a doctor's office, with a chair and computer on one

side and a table on the other, with a machine— probably the "scanner"

mentioned in the letter— hanging above it.

"Sit here. A doctor will be with you soon," one of them said before I

heard the door close and the room fell silent. I jumped up, moving for the

door— It was locked. It would turn, but wouldn't open. I looked around the

room and began to feel a distortion in my head. Panic. I was having an

anxiety attack. I wiped the sweat from my forehead with the sleeve ofmy
shirt before the door swung open and a man in a white coat accompanied

by two similar looking men, complete with surgical masks, filed in

through the door. The man smiled at me before motioning for me to have a

seat.
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He flipped through the documents before abruptly blurting out,

"According to this, you've been given two prescriptions. You've taken the

pills?"

I hesitated before stammering out a doubtful "yes." I couldn't help

it. The doctor stopped flipping through the pages and closed the folder. He

looked up at me, staring, and suddenly took on a very serious tone. "You

did take the pills administered to you, Mr. Lisle, correct? The test is

dangerous without first taking the medications."

"Dangerous?" I paused. I'd had enough of their pushiness by now.

"Well in that case, no, I didn't take them. I don't need to be medicated. If I

was sick, I'd have gone to the doctor and gotten medication. I don't need

any R.I.L. appointed doctor telling me what to do. I've had it with this,

with the police harassment, the questions, all of it! I'm leaving." I stood up

to walk out, but the two surgeons on either side ofme grabbed my arms.

"I'm sorry, Mr. Lisle, but you can't leave. We have full control of

subjects unwilling to comply and take the medications prescribed by the

R.I.L. as per code A0586 of the document you signed on November sixth

of this year, two-thousand-seventy-seven."

"What?" I couldn't believe it. I felt my mouth go dry.

"To better help the R.I.L. and its growing concern for health of its

citizens, any person unwilling to comply with R.I.L. regulation will be

considered a hazard. For your refusal of medical help and breach of

contract, you will be repurposed by the R.I.L."

I felt the pressure against my wrist bones as handcuffs were secured.

"What is this, some joke? Give me the pills, I'll take them. But this

bullying? I won't have it. Un-cuff me and get me out of here, now," I said.

My adrenaline was building.

"Sorry, Mr. Lisle, but failure to comply with R.I.L. regulations is

dissent, and will not be tolerated." They stood me upright as I struggled

and he continued, "Your status as a political prisoner will be revoked on

November 18, at which point you will be repurposed as food matter and

your organs harvested for medical supply to better serve the R.I.L. A
notary has been contacted and will be present during the procedure to

complete your death certificate indicating premature death during testing

procedures before scheduled repurpose date. Thank you."

I screamed as they carried me downstairs. Then, I felt a sting in my
neck and the growing warmth of sedation. I fought unconsciousness. I

could feel my heart beating in my veins my strength drained. I fell to the

floor, dead weight, my head making a wet thunk as it met the concrete.

They hoisted me back up by my arms and legs, letting my head drag

across the ground as they carried me further. There was metal everywhere,

with long conveyor belts stretching into different rooms. They had built a

factory down here. We passed by a long row of cells, covered in darkness.

It was pitch black beyond the bars, and as we turned the corner, I could
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make out dozens of scared pairs of eyes, all huddled in the corner, waiting

for the inevitable.

They brought me to a cell, barely larger than a closet, with just a

bed in the corner, and dropped me to the floor. My gaze drifted up to the

R.I.L. poster on the wall. Next to the bed, a case of two antibiotics and a

package of R.I.L. ready-to-eat meat product sat silently.

I think I'll just go hungry.
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Can You Make Me Happy?
STEPHEN CORNWALL

Hey look at me!

Can you make me happy?

I know u can buy me a Bentley and a house, but really will that make me
happy?

Will i able to wake-up in the morning, smile with the sun?

Will i be able to look in the mirror and know it's me?
Will i be the same to my family?

no answer?

why?
oh! you can't talk, how come?

You're so famous!

You're on everybody's mind.

You break all barriers.

You make cowards into warriors.

You make good girls go bad.

You make the hungry go fat.

You make monsters out of a lamb.

You're so dangerous, but i need you..

You're so misleading, but i follow you..

You're nothing but a piece of paper,

But to some

You give them purpose.

To some you're their savior,

But to little me you're just money.
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Tomorrow
SAM SANTOIANN

One day, perhaps

When the moon is new

And the sun is red

When the ageing king has gone to bed

And left the kingdom on its own

Each wooden hut and barrow stone

Each new born babe and wizened crone

But today is not that day

One day, perhaps

When the war is done

And peace is made

When the undertaker drops his spade

And digs no more the warrior's grave

When heinous wrongs are all forgave

When the sword is traded for the lathe

But today is not that day

One day, perhaps

When the flowers bloom

And hearts are filled

When each old family may rebuild

And when each new one may begin

Completely free from fear and sin

Content to live with kith and kin

But today is not that day.

But tomorrow

May be that day

If there are those

To lead the way
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Don't Forget to Have Fun
BILL SELLARS

In the dawn, opened eyes are followed by a yawn.

Already, I know what I'm going to do.

My personality is pawn, and my smile is drawn,

All in preparation for pleasing you.

I don't know how, and I don't know when

I became a wearer of the repetitious shoe.

All I know, is over and over again,

Everyday I'm the same, while everyday is anew.

Around I go, continuing the same cycle

Spinning like the sprockets of a clock.

Till the day that I crack, or the day that I stifle

Either way, tick-tock.
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Love Crimes
MICHAEL D. ACOSTA

"I've been here for hours and you keep asking me the same

questions." said Tom on the verge of exhaustion.

"Do I?" replied Ros. Ros allowed the question to hang there for a

moment, nearly as much as the gold badge at the waist of his black pin

stripe suit.

"I haven't done anything illegal."

"So you've said. Let's start from the beginning.

Tom pulled the shackles taut as he tried to stand. The chains

prevented him from becoming fully erect attached to the floor as they

were.

"Just tell me why I am here!" Tom looked around at the cracked

plaster and low wattage bulb barely lighting the small and unkempt

interrogation room. The desk was cheap, the chair old and hard, and the

single dented file cabinet had seen better days. "What type ofprogram is

this?"

Ros waited until Tom sat back down into the hard back chair. "Why

don't you tell me why you are here?"

Tom dropped his head and laughed a hollow, mirthless chuckle. Ros

swung his jacket onto the back of a chair, tossed his pork pie hat onto a

coat rack like Humphrey Bogart, and lit a Pall Mall. The click of Ros's

lighter brought Tom's attention back to the now.

"Tell me want you want me to say and I'll say it."

"Hmmm," replied Ros, "I'd love to hear that a long lost relative left

me a million smack-a-roos," Ros smiled and was met by Tom's tired eyes.

"I guess not, how about Sheila? Can you tell me about her?"

Tom looked at Ros as if he were Death himself. "Who?"

"Sheila. Very pretty girl," he said as he tossed a black and white

eight by ten onto the table.

Tom stared at it as the last vestiges of his will fled. "What do you

want to know?"

"Nothing really, just tell me about her."

"You already know."

"Humor me."

"She's just a girl," said Tom, trying to satisfy the question.

"A professional girl. . .correct?"

"Yes," Tom said in nearly a whisper.

"Well Tom there's nothing illegal about you spending time with a

professional as long as her papers are in good order. Right?"

Tom looked up, hope dared to creep its way in. "That's all this was

about?"

"What did you think? We have to keep tabs on them. Everything

has a procedure and all laws must be followed," Ros said as he laughed
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with his mouth wide open. He twisted the cigarette into an ashtray and

picked up the receiver to a black rotary phone and dialed. "Get me her

license information and CF."

The door opened almost immediately. A gloved hand and silvery

sleeve reached in handing a paper folder to Ros. He fingered through it,

but not carefully enough to discover anything.

"I see she failed to check in four times in the last month and her

license was on probation pending an explanation of her activities. Looks

like we've got a problem, Tom," Ros said, but reached his hand over the

desk to shake. "Good thing this has nothing to do with you. If a prostitute

doesn't take care of her business end, well you can't be accountable for

that can you?"

Tom swallowed, but shook his hand. "Guess not."

"Course not," Ros slapped him on the back and unlocked his

shackles, "you're free to go."

Tom stood slowly and sloughed his feet to the door while rubbing

his wrist. Before he touched the knob, he turned. "What about Sheila?"

"What do you care, Tom? She's a two credit whore that took

advantage of you. Can you believe that? Hard working man like you and a

lowlife like her. Don't you worry, Tom, we'll take real good care of her.

She doesn't have the same rights as we do."

Tom grimaced and his teeth began to grit beneath his lips. "There's

no need to talk about her that way." Ros dropped the file on the desk and

lit another Pall Mall. "Tom, I understand. They're different than we are.

She broke the law, all for a few lousy credits. She used you Tom, to make

rent or get a fix...."

"She doesn't use and she's not a whore!" Tom said, anger

strengthening his courage.

"She has sex for money, Tom. That is, by definition, a whore," Ros

laughed beneath his lit cigarette, simultaneously exhaling smoke in a

perfect funnel.

"She doesn't do it for money! She loves me and I love her. .

."

Ros put out his cigarette deliberately. "End sub-program."

The walls and furniture began to shimmer and then washed out in a

bright light. Once the shimmering stopped the room was a vanilla box.

Ros was now dressed in a silver suit with a golden badge imprinted at his

hip and no longer looked like a bygone era dick. One wall was a large

window that revealed a view of a futuristic metropolis. Vehicles hovered

and floated about the air in a semblance of order. "I'm afraid that falling in

love with a clone is a violation of the Love Crime Act, Tom."

Tom stuttered and blinked realizing his folly. "I didn't know she

was a clone."

"Being ignorant of the law is by no means a defense, Tom."
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Two men dressed in the silver suits came in through a sliding portal

and put Tom in handcuffs made from blue light. They left without pause,

but Tom stopped them at the portal.

"What's going to happen to Sheila?"

"Same thing that's going to happen to you, Tom: termination. We
can't have law breakers in our society. Imagine what it would do to our

social fabric?" Ros nodded and they took him away. "Robotic Officer

System 1X5. File end, law breaker Tom Williams, guilty of Love Crime

with a clone. Sentence, execution on date 2.1 1.52." Ros looked out the

large window and stared as if he felt human emotion. "Next violator."

A stilted digital voice answered, "Human, Adrian Conrad."

"Crime?"

"Public prayer."

"Activate sub-program 77 - 1."

The room shimmered again and took on the appearance of a late

fifteenth century inquisition chamber. Ros pulled back the hood to his dark

woolen robe with a gold badge dangling at his waist where a Crucifix

might hang.

"Send him in."

Illustration © Kate Loughlin
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War
KAREN MELISSA CHAMBERLAIN

It's raining.

It couldn't hide these bitter tears,

That couldn't be hidden.

I only wish something could've been done,

This bitter light of sorrow that can not express these lives so grimly lost.

Vanishing eyes that shone so brightly,

Trying to save what was lost.

Rain washing away the blood, life fading,

Dim shadows changing the light.

Trying to focus,

The inevitable winning.

Strength fading into darkness,

Disappearing into the light.

Now so tired and pained. .

.

Nothingness.

The bitter cold,

The rains that keep coming on.

That won't go away,

And still we must go on.

Trudging through the dark,

It will never end.

Bitter and cold,

Chills that won't go away.

And still we must go on, trying to keep up.

Trudging knee deep in filthy waters,

Muck and cold to the bone.

Fear unsettled and screams,

Unable to defend, a shot in the dark.

And still we must go on,

Will it ever end?

It is endless, this march through war,

These tears that can not deny what I see!

This place of death, this endless march.

War, the fear surrounding the gale.

The blood of the innocents betrayed.

The valor lost on those portrayed to be.

Gun smoke filling the air, peace torn and lost.

The refuge destroyed, pallor stained.

Trembling and quaking, frozen by fear.

War.

Every move a risk,

Hazy and bloodshot, all reason vanishing without a trace.
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Fatigue stripping the strength,

Lost, isolated, panic, fear and trepidation.

Gun smoke filling the air stale and black.

Rising, the unrest and horror within,

The bodies slain in cold blood.

Without a moment to lose, to think.

The power ringing clear.

Destroyed. Vanished.

The lifeless eyes, the lifeless flail, the barrier torn down.

Weighing and feeling the chances,

To try and keep on living!

One more second, one more minute to live.

War. Death. Silence.

The golden dawn arising,

Revealing the treachery to the stark nakedness of the world.

Piercing the innocence, the shifting eyes that cared not to look,

That could not ignore anymore,

The suffering pains of war.

Never could I forget who died and who live,

A thought to last, to live and survive.

Through the dark, pressing on dead to anything more than this agony.

Fevered and shaking, it's unreal, the children dead.

Chasing and wandering, fearing.

Past the stroke of twelve and still I'm living,

Bearing onwards, how could I forget?

The lives lost and forsaken, unseeing.

Explosions and screams, dead on the feet, talking just a moment before-

As the shrapnel collided.

Disillusioned and cold,

Without rest, to try and go on,

With only stars to guide me.

Breathing the endeavor.

Beaten and broken down,

All but one among many running through a sea of lead,

Trajectory hitting and missing by only mere spaces, bullets hissing close at

hand.

Breaking through, dying to stand alive, to fight to the end,

And reaching out to touch the flag that means so much.
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A Palindrome Poem
SAM SANTOIANNI

Does the man in the mirror have a name?

I think to myself, eyes on the glass

And his eyes stare back, so

I look some more

And his eyes stare back, so

I think to myself, eyes on the glass

Does the man in the mirror have a name?

Is he me, perhaps, or someone else?

Does he live my life, or simply his own?

An interesting question,

Does he live my life, or simply his own?

Is he me, perhaps, or someone else?

When I glance away

Does he glance too

I must know!

It eats at me, the wondering

Ten thousand questions are swirling about

Inside my mind,

Ten thousand questions are swirling about

It eats at me, the wondering

I must know!

Does he glance too

When I glance away

Is he me, perhaps, or someone else?

Does he live my life, or simply his own?

An interesting question,

Does he live my life, or simply his own?

Is he me, perhaps, or someone else?

Does the man in the mirror have a name?

I think to myself, eyes on the glass

And his eyes stare back, so

I look some more

And his eyes stare back, so

I think to myself, eyes on the glass

Does the man in the mirror have a name?
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Aria of a Songbird
NADIA PORTER

It's 11:52 p.m.

And there 's a bird chirping outside my window

Clearly confused by the "moonshine " he tweets a lullaby

He 's singing in the dark...

That 's when it hit me...

Life...

Life is about dancing in the rain

It 's about making lemons- aide

It 's about taking IMPOSSIBILITIES

And allowing them to assist you

In the most POSSIBLE ofways

It's about taking your ailments and making them ART
Taking your PAST,

Andyour FUTURE,

and setting them APART!

While the pieces ofthe present, you can never take back

You can stillpresent them proudly, even ifthey're unwrapped

Unraveled

Unveiled

For the whole world to see

Because even tattered covers

Are still meant to be...

So I write down my "nows" in hopesfor "tomorrows
"

Understanding the lessons

Embracing the sorrow

Because my words without ink

Are stories un-told

So Iput passion

To pigment

That never gets old

It will never be erased

Misconstrued or misplaced

Because the lives that I've lived

Are relived through this page
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And repeated in verses

In schools and in churches

Makingpoems I bleed

Undoubtedly worth it

As he hums

I hymn

As he cleverly creates rhythm

I create pattern with pen

My purpose?

To preserve

To connectfuture

To past

Taking the wills ofmy ancestors

And making them last

An echo offreedom

A whisper of truth

A fountain offorgiveness

Will water my youth

So Iforgive

And I love

And I invite Future in

Introduce her to Memories

Then I do it all again

Like this poem

Like this stanza

I'll continue to repeat

Knowing that this poem

This stanza

I'll continue to repeat

Yes this poem

This stanza

I'll continue to repeat

Because a new open mic

Is a new person in need

A new person to guide

A new person to lead

A new person tofix

A new person to reach

And new story to tell

An old lesson to teach

But as I'm teaching

Andpreaching

To generate belief

I often discover

That new person is ME

Yes this poem

This stanza

I'll continue to repeat

Repeat...

So I listen

And I learn

And I humble my pen

Put my speaker on silent

And invite Wisdom in

It's 12:03 am

And the bird is stillperched

Giving life

To the silence

Givingfreedom its worth

And as he songs

Ipoem

And Igrow and I mature

And I develop my words

Allowing my actions to manifest

From my verbs

And I riddle

And I rhyme

As I write these things down

Because life

Is taking setbacks
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And turning them around

Turning a note

Into a symphony

Cracking a smile

Despite misery

Always remembering

Who you are

Who you were

And who you 're meant to be

Because a picture

With broken wings

Is still a work ofart

And an example

Oftrue belief

Is singing

In the dark!
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Wife
TRACY HAMILTON

As I listened to you say

"My Wife," I thought what

does that mean? For me it's

no sweet thing. It's: laundry, cooking

cleaning, no help, single parent

meetings by myself. Mom's cab

service, but Dad's car is new, broke

down, repaired. What's a woman to do?

It means few compliments, frequent criticisms,

unkind gestures, and many hurt feelings.

It's lonely nights and empty days, dinner with

children and your vacant place. Arguments

—

dead silence for weeks. When you're angry,

not even to the children do you speak.

When I look over my life and that title "Wife"

NO THANKS- Single is my spice!
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The Fairy Curse
JEN MCCONNEL

There once was a little girl who believed, really believed, in magic.

This may not seem remarkable, but in the world of middle-class, mid-

western, mid-nineties, her beliefwas an extraordinary thing. The world

around her buzzed with neon messages and parents who told her that she

must keep a good head on her shoulders, that she must attend college and

amount to more than either of them ever had. The pressure placed on her

sloping shoulders was immense: she was the first bora, she was the only

granddaughter for eleven years, she was the one on whom the hopes of the

family were hung. Maybe it was because of this ridiculous pressure that

the girl took comfort in magical stories. Magic didn't expect you to get all

A's, every single year of your education, no matter how unfair the teacher

was or how bad he smelled. Magic demanded nothing but belief, and she

had that in spades.

The little girl dried rosemary and hung it in the doorway of her

bedroom, and when her father complained about "those silly weeds" she

waited and found that he quickly forgot, so she was able to leave her

doorway guarded and her room a perfect sanctum. Slowly, she added more

plants to the ceiling of her room: roses, daisies, wild sage grass and mint.

The clean, white, dry-walled ceiling began to resemble the roughhewn

roof of an old-timey apothecary, and despite her father's complaints, he

never actually ordered her to tear down her precious plants.

That was one of the great difficulties in Josephine's young life: her

father's direct orders. She could pretend to be free and willful with her

actions, but there seemed to be some kind of compulsion that forced her to

adhere to any dictates that came from her rather overweight father's

mouth. Because she believed in magic, the girl became certain that she

was under some curse or another, and she set about to find the antidote. It

never occurred to her that perhaps her inability to directly cross her father

stemmed in equal parts from respect for authority and a deeply rooted fear

of the instability that lurked in her father's eyes. No, that never even once

flickered into her mind, not when the most obvious of explanations was

staring her straight in the face. She had clearly run afoul of some fairy

sometime in her life and was now paying the price.

Years went by, and even as the girl grew into womanhood, she

could not seem to break the curse that she was under. She slept under the

full moon, gathered rainwater in a crystal bottle and then later bathed in it,

and she drank every imaginable tea made from every imaginable herb that

she could get her hands on. Nothing seemed to lessen the hold her father's

commands had on her.

Other than her devotion to the fairies, her life was a dull one. She

woke early and finished her homework before riding the bus to school.

After a day spent being mostly ignored in the halls of her high school, she
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returned home to her father, who was certain to find fault in her

appearance and threaten that her behavior would no longer be tolerated.

She was miserable, and often cried in the woods, but nothing seemed to

break the curse.

One day, the girl found a mirror. It was a tiny mirror, made to be

carried around in a pocketbook back in the days when a woman still called

her purse a pocketbook. The silver surface of the mirror was stained with

age, but it was round and fit perfectly in her palm. The back of the tiny

thing was fairly decorative, etched with a scrolly letter "J." There were

two delicately etched rosebuds on either side of the mirror, and the girl

who believed in magic was fascinated by it. The mirror felt right in her

hand, somehow, and the fact that it bore her own first initial was simply

another sign that this was meant for her.

She began carrying the mirror in her back pocket, taking it with her

to school, to her friends' houses, and even out in the woods behind her

own house, where she would often leave milk for the pixies and other

woodland creatures that she was sure lived there. One day, she showed the

mirror to her grandmother, unable to bear the loneliness of such a pretty

secret any longer.

Her always smiling grandmother looked at the mirror, and her

beautiful berry-shaped mouth curved downward in a sudden frown. Her

eyes grew misty, and the girl was suddenly worried that something she

had unknowingly done would cause her grandmother to perish, right then

and there. Hearing her granddaughter's sound of distress, the old woman

refocused her eyes on the girl before her and sighed a very sad sigh. She

held out her hand for the mirror. A moment passed, her grandmother's

hand extended, before the girl finally relinquished the mirror and placed it

in the gnarled hand before her. The girl felt an unaccountable sense of

sadness wash over her as soon as the mirror departed from her grasp, and

she had to force her hand to steady in her lap and not snatch back her

precious mirror from her beloved grandmother.

The grandmother held the mirror gently, tracing the initial and the

roses with the tip of her index finger. Then she closed both hands around

the mirror, as if she were cradling it in prayer, and her eyelids fluttered

shut. A sweet smile spread over her features, but when she opened her

eyes, there were still tears in them.

"This was mine, years ago. You were named for me, remember?

Perhaps that's why you have loved this trinket so much. You do love it,

don't you?" Anxiety suddenly filled her eyes, but the girl nodded

vigorously and the old woman sighed. "Good. That's good. You must love

it, and you must have need of it, or you would not have found it." She

paused. "Where did you find it, come to that?"

The girl looked at her feet and mumbled, "it was in the hollow of

the fairy tree."
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"The fairy tree?" The old woman raised an elegant eyebrow, and the

girl felt herself flushing with shame. Girls who were only a year away

from college were not expected to spin yarns about fairies and magic, and

she was certain that her words would somehow shatter the illusions her

family had for her. In for a penny, in for a pound, she thought, and tried to

keep her voice steady as she kept speaking.

"There is a tree behind our house, in the woods near the creek, and I

think that fairies live there. It's so beautiful that it would be a perfect

house for fairies." Looking up, she was surprised to see her grandmother

nodding thoughtfully. Encouraged, Josephine took a leap of faith and

revealed another one of her secrets. "I leave the fairies and pixies in the

tree milk, and sometimes honey, whenever I can. That seems to me to be

the right thing to do, when you know there are fairies in your backyard."

The reverberation of her grandmother's laugh surprised the girl, for

her grandmother was always a very beautiful, stately woman, not given to

outlandish bursts of strong emotion. Her grey eyes sparkling, the old

woman pulled her granddaughter into a tight embrace.

"Oh, child, they did name you right when they named you after me.

You have my heart in you, and my eyes as well!" Looking into the

confusion and hope warring in her granddaughter's eyes, the old woman

stroked her hair.

"My lovely girl, I used to leave gifts for the fairies at a large oak

tree in my yard when I was a child. I never told anyone that before, never,

because I was afraid that they wouldn't believe me. You are not foolish,

Josephine, you are very, very blessed." She touched the upturned face

before her with her index finger. "And," she continued, her voice growing

hoarse, "I fear that you are equally cursed."

Confusion and terror filled the girl's eyes, which began to resemble

those of a caged animal, but her grandmother held the girl's face gently

between her hands and looked into her eyes. Josephine felt raging storms

and torrents of sadness, and through the tumble of emotions she glimpsed

what appeared to be daylight in her grandmother's gaze.

"Curses have endings, don't they?" She asked the old woman

hesitantly. Her grandmother nodded.

"Yes," she replied solemnly, "curses have endings. But," she

cautioned, her mouth set in a firm line, "don't expect them to always be

happy endings."

She then began to speak quietly, telling her granddaughter the story

of her own curse, also a curse of obedience to an irrational father.

Josephine listened, her eyes wide, as her grandmother revealed that she

had purchased the little mirror one day in a shop, and with the change left

over, she had cast a wish into the river at the edge of town.

"I wished to be free ofmy father's control, forever." Instead ofjoy,

her words resonated with regret.

"And were you?" the girl dared to ask.
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Her grandmother sighed. "Yes. Eventually, I was." She looked

steadily at her granddaughter. "I was a young girl then, like you are now:

old enough to long for womanhood, but still too young to know what I

was really seeking. That mirror was the only thing I took from my parents'

house the night I eloped with your grandfather." Her words trailed into

silence, filling the shadows around them.

"Were you free of your father then, Grandma?"

Another sigh. "I was. But when I realized that I had traded the

security my family offered for a man who could never keep me safe, my
heart broke. I pawned that mirror after the first year of marriage, when I

was eight months pregnant and your grandfather had just been fired from

another job." Her stormy eyes looked past her granddaughter, witnessing

the happenings of nearly forty years back. "And the day I pawned the

mirror was the day my father had a stroke and died."

The girl clutched at the gnarled old hand before her, compulsively

trying to offer some meager comfort, but the old woman continued

speaking.

"I was free from his curse, and his death brought me an inheritance

that more than compensated for my lazy husband, but I lost so much, too.

He may have one day become a man that I could speak with, a man who

could advise me. Instead, I wished him away and found myself caught up

by the tide of events." Looking back into her granddaughter's face and

focusing her eyes against the upturned blue eyes at her side, she cautioned,

"Be very careful what magic you wish for, my child, because the fairies

will listen. They just will never do exactly what you think."

Confused and a bit worried about the sadness that she had reminded

her grandmother of, the girl eventually returned home, the mirror still

clutched in her hand. Upon arrival, she was greeted with a furious father

who demanded to know exactly where she had been, who she had been

screwing, and why she had not bothered to come home right after school.

For a moment, Josephine found herself speechless, and he continued to

vent his anger at her. Suddenly, words tumbled out of the girl's mouth,

words that she had never before even thought.

"I am grown now, and I will not listen to you any longer." She

pushed on, drawing strength from the red, flummoxed face before her.

"You will not speak to me, at all. I will not hear you anymore. I am not

under your control!" She whirled on her heel, still clutching the tiny

mirror as her father screamed after her, but his words no longer formed

themselves in her mind. She heard nothing but the sound of a frustrated

voice down the hall as she ran into her bedroom and closed the door,

secure in her self-made sanctuary.

Magic does not work quickly, and the edges are often rough, but the

girl had broken her curse that day. She never again heard a word her father

said to her, whether in praise or in rage, and she was suddenly free to live

as she had never lived before. It was glorious, but more than a little bit
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lonely. Before she moved out of her family home, a year after she broke

the curse, Josephine took the little mirror out to the fairy tree and buried it

at the base. She also left some milk and honey, and a loaf of fresh baked

bread for good measure. The fairies and pixies in the tree watched her

silently, and as she walked away, the entire wooded area was bathed in

dancing light. Most people would have seen fireflies, but the girl knew the

truth.

Illustration © Erin Souther
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Glimmer Wing and Bitter Fang
SAM SANTOIANNI

Glimmer Wing and Bitter Fang

Two naughty fae of ill repute

Went flitting through the glowing wood

In evening on a summer's night

To stir up pain

To stir up fright

All for the fairy queen's delight

Early on that summer's eve

Beneath the sun, before the stars

Long past the moan of idle cars

Our little villains hid

And moved as soon as they were bid

By hidden sign and secret call

Spun out by wind and water quick

Because those two, like thieves, are thick

And do the bidding of the queen

Ending of that summer's eve

Beneath the dawn, before the day

What happened not a soul could say

Save that the babe had left

And nimble fingers did the theft

For not a sound that night was heard

Though reader, both you and I know

Who put on this elaborate show

Who did the bidding of the queen

Glimmer Wing and Bitter Fang

Two naughty fae of ill repute

Went flitting through the glowing wood

The morning of a summer's night

To stir up pain

To stir up fright

All for the fairy queen's delight

Middle of that summer's eve

Beneath the stars, before the dawn

Around where sleeps the doe and fawn

The raiders quickly ran

And with their wings the air did fan

To speed their ill intentioned trip

Because the house they sought was near

Across whose windowsills they'd peer

To do the bidding of the queen
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Haiku
CONNIE ESTES

White lilies afloat

Azure water still and calm

A frog sings with joy

Clouds fade to soft mist

Moon laced in a silver glow

Twilight emerges

Sun-blazed earth cracked dry

Vultures hovering death's stench

Life claimed by the sun

Bank holds no balance

Situation looking bleak

Bills unforgiving

Dreams robbed by nightmares

Pillows clutched in tightened fists

The night never ends

/#"*

Illustration © Benjamin Pepe
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Father
ANDRES VILLEGAS

How can I forget a man that I can't remember?

I see his mustache, his eyes, his eyebrows on me.

Everybody says I look like him, I love it,

but then I remember that I can't remember.

I look in the mirror, see him. . .on me.

I don't want to shed a tear,

yet I can't stop crying.

I can remember the last time we talked,

yet. . .1 can't remember his voice.

What have you done, memory?

Is this a trick or a joke or a punishment?

It's like a movie half played, like a book half read,

highways half-made.

Is this maze leading me to half-hallways,

opening doors and dead ends?

Please let me get out.

How can I remember a man that I can't forget?

But then I remember that I found Life.

You see I found Christ.

My eternal Daddy, see, He paid the price

for my sin with His son.

Now I've been won.

My identity's no longer an issue.

See, I stopped crying, man. I threw away the tissue.

Now I'm pointing towards The Cross like a missile,

Jeshua, Jesus Cristo.

The Bible is my weapon, so I grab it like a pistol.

He pushed you out the way; Thank God death missed you.
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For Whom the Bell Tolls
BARBARA BETHEA

John Donne was a man

Who took a stand for right.

He fought against injustices.

This was his selfless plight.

No matter what the issue

He has to have his say.

He did it in a sly

And funny kind of way.

He refused to allow the issues

To keep others from being free.

When asked whom the bell was ringing for?

He replied, "It tolls for me!"

Illustration © Connie Estes
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James
BARBARA BETHEA

Yesterday I thought ofyou

And how you could have grown

But then reality sat in

And reminded me—You're Gone.

I go through this from day to day

The many tears I've cried

I slowly call on Jesus name

He helped me the night you died

I know it's been twelve years now,

But it seems like just last night

I woke you for your Three AM feeding

But you'd already taken flight.

You left behind your three big sisters

And your precious twin

To think she daily speaks of you

She still calls you her best friend.

And I, too, think ofmy little man

The one I prayed to hold

And God allowed me to do just that

But eventually you had to go.

I miss you Baby, but know that we

Are Fine and doing okay

Enjoy your life, Tell Pop Pop I Love Him

And we'll meet again someday.

In loving memory ofmy only son, James Evans Moss Bethea. He touched

so many in such a short time.
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The Answers Are Within
BARBARA BETHEA

Little do we understand

Just what we all possess

WE get caught up in the flow of things

And end up in a mess.

We forget to look deep within

And seriously search our hearts.

We are too busy, trying to reach the End

Before we find the Start.

Around and around in circles we go

It is like an endless maze.

We come out feeling deflated and sad

Moving as ifwe are in a daze.

But then in the midst of everything

A light bulb finally comes on

We realize that we are not lost

We've had the answer all along.
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The Skaters ef Ghost Lake
EESIM OON

"Come on! It'll be fun! You know tonight will be perfect for it!"

Jeremy's words were ringing in Cecily's head as she looked at the clock.

The red digits glowed 11:23. She was dressed in warm clothes. Part of her

wanted to tear off all the bulky clothes and jump back in bed. No, it was

too late now. She opened the closet and winced when the door squeaked.

How much louder everything seemed in the night! Did anyone hear that?

After pulling out her thick winter coat, she shut the door as quietly as

possible. Why did she agree to this? If she got caught it would be the end

of the world. Silently she lifted a blind and looked out the window. It was

certain. Cecily could see the frost glistening on the grass. The lake would

be frozen tonight. Halloween night. It was a perfect for what she was

about to do, really. It had been particularly cold this year, so cold that

many trick-or-treaters had not even bothered to come out. She had not

gone out this year, claiming to be too old for trick-or-treating. In reality

she had just wanted to prepare herself for the night ahead. The day had

begun cloudy, but in the evening the clouds had drifted apart, revealing a

full, gleaming white orb. She glanced at the clock. 11:31. Time to go.

Almost ready. One last thing. Cecily picked the skates up, weighing

them in her hand. She remembered how close to her mother she had been

just last Christmas. Her mother had given her a love of skating, and these

skates had been her Christmas present. Then everything had changed. It

was because of Jeremy, of course. Why couldn't her mother see he was

just fine? Three years wasn't a huge age gap, after all. . .no time for that

now. If she sat any longer she would lose her nerve. She carried the skates

by the laces and opened her bedroom door.

Making her way down the stairs, she agonized over each creak. She

had to keep reminding herself that her parents were sound asleep, and

even thunder couldn't wake them. After an eternity, she had made her way

across the living room and out the front door. Now she pulled it shut

carefully. She inhaled the frigid night air deeply. Freedom! She frowned.

If this was freedom, why was her heartbeat not slowing down? No, it

would just take some time. She went around to the backyard to the woods.

Pulling out the flashlight stashed in her pocket, she turned it on and

entered the woods.

Cecily knew the way through these woods. She had been playing in

them since she was in elementary school. The moon gleamed over head,

but none of its benevolent light filtered into the forest. The forest was

filled with an evil darkness. Should she turn back? Was it really worth it?

No, no. If she turned back now what would Jeremy think? That she was

just an easily frightened child, that she wasn't worth a second glance.

Suppose she got lost? No one would know where she had gone. She

pictured them hauling her frozen body out a few days later. No, no, keep
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your mind on the good things. Jeremy had invited her to come and skate

on her skates for the first time that season in the moonlight on Halloween,

and she was almost there.

She had finally come out of the woods. There were a few feet of

grass here and then—there it was! Ghost Lake was frozen over, its black

ice a mirror for the moon. Cecily wasn't sure why it was called Ghost

Lake, but maybe it was an omen... No, no, stop. Too late. See! There he

was! At the sight of him, her fears evaporated. Jeremy was here! That was

all that mattered.

She knelt in the grass, her knees crunching the frost. When she had

her skates on she stood unsteadily. Here he was, taking her hand and

kissing her lightly. They were off, their skates slicing into the ice as they

gracefully glided across the lake. Cecily looked up at Jeremy. It was going

to be alright after all. No clouds drifted in to cover the moon, which shone

down as if giving its blessing on the two. In the bright moonlight, she

could see the gleam of Jeremy's brilliant blue eyes. Arm in arm, the two

skaters seemed to fly about in a dizzying dance. Tsk, tsk—the blades on

their skates was the music. Cecily was delirious with happiness. How
could she have ever dreaded coming? It didn't matter that she had sneaked

out to get there. It didn't matter that there would be serious repercussions

if she was caught. It didn't matter. All that mattered was now. This was

enough. The night was so still. . .Cecily was mesmerized by the only

sound, the sound of the blades. Suddenly the pattern changed, sped up.

Jeremy veered to one side, dragging her along with him. Cecily felt him

suddenly tense. "Jeremy!" she whispered.

"What?" he said somewhat distractedly. He looked past her to the

shore.

"What is it?" Cecily asked again.

"I. . .1 think I see something. It's nothing."

Jeremy flew faster and faster, and Cecily was finding it hard to keep

up now. Cecily thought she saw a dark shadow coming towards them

along the shore.

"Jeremy!"

"What?"

"What are we running from? Where are we going?"

"Nothing! Nowhere! Let's just keep going."

Cecily began to wonder where they were. The dark firs on the bank

whizzed by as they skated. She had skated on the lake for years, but she

had never been where they were now. How far were they from home?

Faster than ever they flew over the ice, and Cecily vaguely noticed

they sped past a stick sticking out of the water. It barely registered when

the moonlight blacked out as they passed under a bridge. It was dark. . .so

dark. It was suffocating.

The ice sprang up to claw them! There was an unearthly sound of

rending and cracking and groaning, as if a monster had arisen. Cecily
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reached out to grab something, anything that would keep them from its

jaws. Where was Jeremy? What was happening? When she opened her

mouth to scream, the water rushed in.

On any night of a full moon, the blades slicing ice can still be heard.

Ifyou look closely, the two lost lovers glide ever quickly, ever smoothly.

But instead of disappearing under the bridge, they skate continuously

around the lake. Their vigilant spirits serve to warn others from a similar

fate.
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Burned
AUDREY BRIMMER

Recalling the music of our souls intertwined as each melody fades beyond

grasp.

With each passing beat, I watch your face fade and escape.

You're already running, and not looking back

... and I'm frozen... stuck clutching at your heels.

Convinced of this passion, could be no denying.

With every touch of your lips

my skin came alive.

It was Perfection, It was sublime.

Our lips met with fire and flames,

our eyes danced with desire,

our souls swayed in slow motion,

we became one, your body

a harmony ofmy own

In a flash it was gone, perhaps only a dream?

Misspoken words, misread actions,

misunderstood needs...

The fire dies, and the flame extinguished

leaving us cold and confused- a harsh extreme.

My tears continue to flow;

77 leagues I've cried for you.

Still my heart won't submit, won't let go.

You made me complete, made me whole.

I'm still needing your heart,

your body, your soul

Illustration © Benjamin Pepe
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In Memorlam
SARAH JOELLE HOLSTEIN

Lightly scratch the nails on pine

clicking footsteps down the hall

echo now with emptiness

and silence where the sounds would fall.

With early dawn the daylight casts

a formless shadow on the wall;

looking twice reveals its jest

and finds us nothing there at all.

Dreams and memories remind:

Brown eyes, warmed by boundless mirth

above a smile broadly grinned

and red cheeks dusted grey with earth.

But bounding slowed to pacing steps,

her ginger silvered; cedar birched.

What once had been became no more

save aching questions— what is worth

the cost of love when loved ones leave,

the cost of years one can't reclaim,

the grief of having only left

her picture sleeping in its frame.

Can loss arrest the bleeding heart?

The answer yet endures the same

in spite of dust where once she lay

and the silence that her sound became.
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Loyalty's Spirit
MATTHEW FREEDM AN- JOHNSON

Spirit had always been a loyal dog, ever since he was just a puppy.

Tail wagging away, he would go wherever his master would go, and in

turn, his master would take him everywhere— be it a simple trip to the

store, or sometimes even to work, Spirit's master was almost always

capable of somehow smuggling in his beloved dog. Spirit was the mascot.

When Spirit's master couldn't go to work anymore, Spirit was there

for him like always. All it meant, to Spirit, was that he and his master

would be taking fewer car rides from then on. That was okay. So long as

Spirit could be beside his master, he didn't mind. Thus began the new

routine of Spirit and his master.

When Spirit's master went to sleep, Spirit would curl up at the foot

of his bed and sleep until morning. When Spirit's master awoke and took

his morning shower, Spirit would follow him into the bathroom and hop

over the side of the tub to follow after him. When Spirit's master went to

prepare breakfast, Spirit would trot after, receiving his own breakfast and

pats on the head while his master busied himself around the kitchen.

When Spirit's master settled down on the couch to watch some

television after folding his laundry, Spirit would get comfortable in-

between his master and the back of the couch and have a good nap. On

some days, the master would stroke Spirit's back while he watched

television, and on others, he would join Spirit in napping.

The afternoon and evening's activities would vary from day to day,

depending on what needed to be done, but it was a rare day that passed

that Spirit was not at his master's side. At least, in the beginning.

Spirit couldn't remember when things changed. He simply knew

that at some point, following the same routine at always, there was a

change.

When Spirit's master went to sleep, Spirit would still curl up at the

foot of the bed, but his master would no longer reach out to cover Spirit

with his dog-sized blanket. When Spirit's master took his morning shower,

he would leave the door closed behind him, making it impossible for Spirit

to follow. When Spirit's master made his breakfast, his food would be

there on a plate without any extra treats, and he would not be given any

pats on the head.

When Spirit's master did the laundry, even when Spirit tried to get

his attention by jumping in the basket of wrinkled clothes, Spirit's master

would not lay down for their shared nap. When Spirit sat down on the

couch, to nap according to routine regardless, he would not even find the

occasional scratch, let alone a companion in napping.

Afternoon activities were a thing of the past. In the evening, no food

appeared in Spirit's dish until late at night, but Spirit did not notice

anymore. Spirit was a loyal dog and would always, always, always wait by
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his master's side.

It is said that some dogs are creatures of habit. Once in a routine,

they'll follow it until their last days on this earth. Spirit's master, however,

might give you another story. Spirit's master would have told you that

dogs were not just creatures of habit. They were more than that— creatures

of loyalty and of love.

These are the kinds of thoughts that Spirit's master would have

thought as his wife walked into the house after a long day at work. It was

the sort of thing Spirit's master might have said as Spirit's ears perked up,

and Spirit trotted to the door and after his wife. It was, without a doubt, the

kind of thought Spirit's master would have said as Spirit's ears drooped,

ever so slightly, at the now-frequent lack of treats in his bowl.

The master's wife scratched behind Spirit's ears, smiling wistfully as

she watched the dog eat his evening meal.

"I know, boy. I miss him too."
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Untitled
KALIF RUFFIN

You can't make it through life being subliminal.

May the 7
th
and I'm stressed like a syllable.

I know that normally God performs miracles,

But why he let them reduce my man to a mineral?

Received the minimum

For murder.

It sickens.

How my own town being ran by the wicked?

How we act kool when your thoughts are malicious.

They flash money and jewels to keep shit twisted.

Did your own thing homeboy; I couldn't knock that,

But the other dude you was with could've stopped that

When his homeboy grabbed the gauge then cocked back.

Shot down.

Thirty minutes later,

Where the cops at?

Swore if I could I would fill his shoes,

But a wise man said some friends you lose,

And this game called life ain't a game for fools

Cause we all see the day when we pay our dues.
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What Do You See?
SABRINA BOWYER

What do you see when you look at me?

Is it my age, sex, race?

Are you able to even see,

Within my life and on my face?

So distraught, hurting so.

Where to lay my head,

Looking to and fro.

Find cardboard for my bed.

Illustration © Benjamin Pepe
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Emmanuel
EEYI OON

Bright is the autumn sky;

Golden is the grain;

See how the dark geese fly;

To escape the winter rain.

Sweet is the apple red;

The pumpkin orange glows;

Far from all fear and dread;

Of hunger in the winter snows.

Who paints the autumn sky

Blue year by year?

Who teaches birds to fly

South year by year?

Who made the apple red,

Firm and sweet and bright?

Who gives our daily bread,

Gave us sun and moon for light?

Though snow may come and wind may howl

And threaten all that we hold dear.

The one who cares for wren and owl

Takes care of us: for He is near.
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Black Bird's Song
MICHAEL D. ACOSTA

Is it the beauty of the black bird's song that makes me cry or the

moment just after it stops? They're all gone now, extinct, save in captivity.

Many of us keep them. They are no longer able to sustain life beyond the

confines of our quarters or domes. In that way we are uniquely similar. I

can no longer remember how a free bird sings. Everything changed after

the aliens arrived.

I have worked in the agency for many years and have been able to

indulge in some of the niceties of life, one ofwhich includes a small

atrium for my birds. I own two. The black birds fly, sing, play, and flirt. I

don't know if they are a pair; I have no idea how to sex them, but they are

quite fond of one another. They make the atrium seem a wilderness

gliding over mountains. I once heard a story from my grandfather about

purple mountains. He knew the histories; he lived them. But when my
birds sang, freedom dissolved for me and the cage reappeared, and with it

my guilt for being a benevolent warden. My birds' fondness for one

another makes me jealous. I can't feel anything. I am an empty shell,

going about my day like a robot being controlled by an absent mind. We
are a passionless people.

Things changed in the cruel month ofmy birth. Change came in the

form of data. We received millions of compressed digital packets from an

unknown region of the universe. I say universe, because it came from

beyond our galaxy. I was a child. It didn't affect me, but retelling it now

gives me goose bumps. We didn't know then that the universe was

inherently biological. The information was translated accidentally at St.

Johns hospital by a virology fellow. Her first name was Harriet. I keep a

picture of her as a book mark. She committed suicide on the twelfth

anniversary of her discovery.

Harriet recognized protein to protein connections and was able to

extract information within the packet. Her discovery led to the

identification of ubiquitous proteins in space with adapter functions, which

gave us a pathway, much like a telegraph line, to places millions of light

years away. Information could be coded, compressed, and transmitted to

these receptor proteins. It spread very much like a virus, replicating

information at a thousand light years per second. We made contact and

perfected biological extra-solar communication, now known as BESCOM.
Blindly we sent information out. This is how we became aware. There is

no way to know how long they had been trying to communicate with us.

First, we received the answer to renewable energy. Crude oil and

fossil fuels became a thing of the past. Slowly all machinery with

combustible engines were left to decay in driveways and scrap yards,

making them museums ofjunk. Energy companies scrambled for their

market share, but the technology outstripped their ability to create an
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industry we would pay for. The government distributed energy for free.

We faced economic collapse for a short time, as crude oil products

accounted for nearly twenty percent of the global financial market in those

days. Next we received the technology to siphon off carbon emissions,

saving our environment. We were able to adapt that technology to filter

carbon dioxide from our atmosphere. Hundreds of Carbon Exchange

Plants were built. It had almost an immediate effect on human health.

With enriched oxygen, free radicals had reduced capacity to attach to

healthy cells. Many cancers and auto-immune diseases were nearly

eradicated in the first ten years. No one noticed that the trees were dying

until it was too late.

The loss of trees set in motion a breakdown of our ecological

system, which was exacerbated by changing weather conditions. Saving

the environment was a good thing, but the rapid cooling caused violent

weather events. Without the trees and brush, there was nothing to stop the

flooding, wind, and erosion. Without natural landscapes, many animals

died and without the trees went the birds. Those that survived were

relegated to zoos and private collectors like me. We erudite zoo keepers

only fool ourselves into believing we are above the public display of birds.

We are hypocrites and jail keepers by day and distraught prisoners by

night.

The last of the major catastrophes was the hyper-oxygenation of our

atmosphere. Sightings of angels became a global phenomenon. The

sightings were glowing halos around objects, which was an effect of the

nearly pure oxygen developing in our atmosphere. People experienced

twitchy lips that escalated to seizures. These events happened on a mass

scale and people could no longer function. Humankind was on the brink of

extinction, completely unable to manage or adapt fast enough. We pleaded

over BESCOM for help. They came; we invited them. We were helpless

and they were kind.

They arrived, not in space ships or cinematic fashion, but in tiny

compressed packets of data and complicated protein structures. They grew

to one hundred feet tall in minutes once on earth. It was understood that

these were not the aliens' real bodies, but a genetically modified biped

proto-culture, that presented itself as an alter ego, an avatar. The aliens

were still back on their world controlling the body that was delivered

remotely. They brought with them a protein based food supplement and

quickly built processing plants. Without animals or plants we were on the

threshold of starvation, but they saved us. The aliens built humungous

engines, as large as skyscrapers, which ran on fossil fuels and polluted our

skies rapidly. The emissions quickly down regulated the atmospheric

oxygen percentage and the new air was pumped into cities, which were

now covered in humungous transparent domes. We could think again, we

were in control of ourselves, they had saved us.
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After a few decades, things were back in order and food was

plentiful. We had become used to the tall alien shells robotically wading in

slow motion on the countryside, incongruent to the horizon that we could

no longer reach. It was well past time to move back out into the world.

Trees were growing, plants were flourishing, and the birds had homes

again.

Wooop! Wooop!

The alarm. It sounded every nineteen and one half hours. Near as I

could tell it was the length of one of their days. The roofs to our homes are

made of tinted glass panels, which collect and redistribute power, another

undisclosed gift and payment for the alien occupation. The aliens came by

the thousands minutes before the alarm, standing in lines as if waiting for

a ride on a bygone Ferris wheel. As the alarm sounded, the tint in our solar

tinted roofs cleared and become completely transparent. Privacy dissolved,

our lives laid wide open for them to watch. We are not allowed to leave

the dome, but arcfree to roam within, for our own protection.

Our greed led to destruction and destruction to fear. Fear led us to

quest, which led to discovery, and discovery to slavery. It would be unfair

to call the aliens captors or masters, they never demanded a thing. We
asked and they provided. We handed them the keys. They feed us, protect

us—no longer do we have farmers or cattle men. They have been lost to

history, the one my grandfather used to know. I am employed in the

Agency of Historical Remembrance; I am the director and work for the

Governor. Her power is not unlike a Jewish foreman in Auschwitz

residing over other Jews, whose superficial power was brittle as a dried

leaf seen through the dome's glass. I have read of these things before. I

saw it coming, I did nothing, I was too afraid. Who could we call now?

Oh mighty zoo keepers we. They watch me and I watch the black

birds and their song makes me cry. Perhaps it's the moment just after they

stop?
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Sweet October
NATASHA MILLS

Sweet October rushes over

Summer's gone away

Brings its sorrow mixed with pleasure

Chasing tears away

Plans are made but on the morrow

We'll not follow them

Instead we'll stare at father moon

And sing our lives for him

Sweet October follows over

Into November's mist

Taking over sands of time

Our lives have come to this
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Fallen Angel
EESIM OON

She has finally stopped falling. She's been curled up in the bed for

hours. She can't get up. She doesn't know if she'll ever be able to get up.

The tears are all gone now, but the pain is still as fresh as a stab wound.

There's no blood, but the pain is just as agonizing, just as crippling. She

keeps flipping over, tossing and turning, but no matter what position she's

in, the pain is just as sharp.

The names they spat at her, the furious banishment, the threats to

kill her. . . She has always known it end like this. Maybe she never

predicted the details. . . but she's always known she couldn't escape this

fate. Crying out in the dark as she plummeted, she knew no one was there

to catch her.

When his father called and demanded she come to the house, she

knew she had begun plunging to the bottom.

When he frantically called in the middle of the night on a friend's

phone to explain that they had seen the texts, she had just closed her eyes

and resigned herself to fall over the edge.

When the doctor told her those words that set her fate, she felt

herself careening unstoppably towards the edge of the cliff.

When she was curled up in his arms and he whispered that he loved

her, she tried to ignore that he had actually uttered her death sentence.

When she blushed at his teasing, poked fun at his cockiness, and

shared those secret smiles with him, she already felt the foreboding.

When she looked into those beautiful brown eyes for the first time,

she only had the slightest tingle of warning.
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Only In My Dreams
DOMONIQUE KOONCE

inhale, exhale-blood leaking from my heart

everything falls apart-it's hard for me to breath

laid out on a stretcher

hooked up to oxygen—my surroundings unfamiliar

connected to IVs

excruciating pain-slip into the dark

nurse looking at her chart, then looking at me

i black out completely

she grabs her stethoscope

"we still have a pulse"

i'm praying, but to her it's all hope

God, please lets this lady be good at her work

listening to the conversation-it went something like this

"we need to hurry up; i don't think she's going to make it"

rushing to e.r., yells "we have a situation!

5 shots, one in the heart, 2 barely grazed a major artery

"i'm surprised she still with us"

slap on her gloves—ready to undergo surgery

"someone check her respiratory"

"doc, i dont think that's necessary"

"I didn't ask, it's not an option, saving a life is mandatory!'

the monitor reads a flat line with a long deadly beep

wake up in cold sweats only in my dreams

Illustration © Benjamin Pepe
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Death
THERESA MARTIN

What happens when we die?

Do we go to a promised land?

72 virgins

Or the devil's smiteful hand?

Is it cold in heaven,

Far up in the clouds?

Is it lonely there,

Far from family and friends?

Is it warm in hell,

Deep within the molten rock?

Are my friends there,

Each a sinner in their own way?

What happens when we die?

Do we sprout wings?

What happens when we die?

Death sounds like a lonely thing.
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The Best Brother
SHANAIRRA WHITE

Remembering the great times we used to have

growing up on Sedgwick Ave.

You was one of the best brother's a girl could have,

quiet and shy until you were truly known.

It's so sad to see you go,

but it's ok because I know you're in a better place.

And it's sad that I won't be able to

see your face, hold your hand, kiss or hug you anymore.

Since you've been gone, life has been difficult to cope with,

and just the thought ofyou no longer being there is a tragedy,

but I know you're in the heavens smiling down on the family, especially

me....Why? Because you was one of the best brothers there could be.
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Interested in having your workfeatured in afuture issue ofThe Final

Draft?

Throughout the Fall and the beginning ofthe Spring Semester at DTCC,

students can attend club meetings or contact The Final Draft through its

advisors and club members to learn about the submission process and

guidelines. Submission deadlines and club meeting times will be publicly

posted around the DTCC campuses. Specific questions can be sent to:

fmaldraftdtcc@gmail.com

We lookforward to hearingfrom you!
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-Isaac Asunov

in sing and dance. On one can

create an environment in which singers and dancers flourish.
"

Warren G. Benn


